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mmosvcTiQ®
Scotland has figured In the world osf affairs for nearly 
2000 years* fhe Hogans knew it as Caledonia, the hone of wild 
savage men who were held in check by Hadrian *s Hall* In 
Medieval times it was a military power which waged successful 
war with its powerful nei#ibor and concluded alliances with 
the continental countries. Later when its political star 
had set it because a part of the great British commercial
if
system which helped hold together the world fs greatest erxpire* 
Goods produced in the Scottish factories b e c a m  known around 
the globe, and the ships which carried the?a were likewise 
made in Scotland*
Without doubt the best known product of Scotland is the 
Scotchman himself; the traits attributed to him are known the 
world over* His democratic stubbornness and his frugality 
have nade him the butt of a million anecdotes with no on© 
enjoying them more than hinself•
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACWmOWm
Scottish history begins with the invasion of the Konans 
about 80 A.D. A certain general Gnaeus Julius Agricola built
& line of forts across Britain Joining the estuaries of the 
Tyne and the Solway with the express purpose of keeping the war­
like Caledonians from invading the Horaan settlements further 
south* Ho sooner had he completed this work when he heard of 
another and yet narrower gap between the seas further to the 
north which was» of course, the land between the firths of 
Clyde and Forth* *!&ie second line erf* fortifications marks the 
U n i t  of occupation* "Henan Peacen was never established
in Scotland* and by 200 A*X>* the garrisons were withdrawn, to 
H n  Tyne-solway line which had beta made into ft continuous wall 
by the T^speror Hadrian*
After the withdrawal of the Renans, there was little peace j 
the ancient Caledonians or Piets, as they are generally known, 
were attacked by new invaders* Daring the sixth century the 
Scots from Ireland landed on the west coast to be followed by 
the arrival of the Teutonic Angles in the ©astern lowlands, and 
a long period of war followed* The Boots and Piets were united 
200 years later under the Seotfs king, and thus began the king­
dom of Scotland* m e  last ruler of tills union was : acheth who
achieved fame mainly because G e n t  arias later he became the 
thene of a Shakespearian play*
Close association with H o n a n  England brought rany new in­
fluences into Scotland! one of the nost important being the 
introduction of the feudal system which replaced a more or less 
democratic land tenure* She associations with the English 
brought other troubles, and the Tfogllsh kings gained a semblance 
of vassalage over the Scottish crown* "hen a quarrel arose as 
to the rightful king of Scotland, Edward I of England moved in 
and finally declared hissself the ruler. *£here followed a long 
war for independence which lasted from 1286 to 15S8, and under 
Bruce, the Scotch were finally successful at the battle of 
Bannockburn* Shis rmrkn the beginning of the nodern Scottish 
kingdom.
fhe religious r e f o r m a t i o n  in England spread to Scotland, 
and under the leadership of John Knox in 1560 the reform party 
in Parliament established a national church. The lands and 
buildings cf the Catholic church were confiscated, and the 
overwhelming bulk of the Scottish people be cane Protestants*
The two kingdoms were brought closer together than ever when 
Janes VI, son of Mary Stuart, inherited the ^^tglish throne and 
became J a m s  I* For over 100 years the two were linked by this 
"personal** union, but the Hnglish, fearing that ill feelings 
would again cause war, forced the union of the two nations under 
the nane of Oreat Britain, m e  Articles of Hnion (1707) provided
-3 ~
that the Presbyterian church of Scotland wouId be nmintalned, 
that all right* of citizenship and trad# would be the same for 
Englishman and Scot, and the Scottish people would have so^e 
representation In the London Parliament.
foot land has profited by the union for after a tine the 
country passed f w n  a state of feudal warfare to Hie political 
peace which lias long characterised England * Bat shen the 
Scottish members of Parliament no longer went to Minburgh, 
the old Scotland died and was consumed not by Great Britain 
but by a "Greater England.
In the years following the first world war ssamy changes 
were im&m which were aimed at liberalizing the country’s s y s t em 
of land tenure, education and church maintenance* One of the 
far-reaching political changes was enfcodled in the Representation 
of the People Act (1918) which more than doubled the ncnber of 
voters by extending the franchise to tnany woien and certain 
classes of men who had not voted before. $h!s law was sub* 
sequently extended in 1928.
*Ehe union with England has benefited Scotland on the 
economic side also. A Scotchman will easily forget soie 
political shortcoming if it will mean an Increase in the 
weight of his purse*
•»4«*
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GEOGRAPHICAL K30I3H3 OF SCOTLAND
Introduction
Scotland Ilk© Caesar’s Geul is divided into throe parts*
1!he two h i n l a n d  regions differ greatly from each other and 
both have little in coumon with the central Icelands • And, as 
if to ::mke the divisions more distinct, tee groat fault lines 
have cut across Scotland where the fearner m e t  the latter.1
*2he Highlands which occupy the northern me-half of Scot­
land are a region of plateaus which have long since been cut 
by deep glens through which flow the swift mountain streets 
and in which lie the long mountain lochs* Shey have very little 
farm land, poetically no minerals, and less than 20 per cent 
of the country’s population.
The Midland Valley Is th e  collective nans for th e  central 
lowlands* Although not a level plain as one mi$it expect, the 
region does contain much farm land and grassy slopes • Here is 
found almost all of Scotland’s minerals upon tfolch is based 
t&e m o d e m  economic life of the Scottish people. Although 
occupying oily one*third of the country’s total area, more
than three-fourths of the population live and work here.
t
The southern and smallest region is the South of Scotland, 
the greater part of which is covered with the Southern uplands.
^Throughout the naps that follow, these fault lines are 
represented by straight dotted lines*
CHAPTI3 III
Aberdeen •
HIGHLANDS
Dilhdee •
Perth
/> MIDLAND VALLEY X
/ / /^  ^ __ .Djmferline
>L\greenock *\
S^Pais ley •Edinburgh
•Glasgow
Coatbridge ♦(Motherweli '
;V • x\ * HamiltonFKilmarnoc
Miles
KEY
SOUTHERN UPLANDS j % Qver 1>000,000
• 100,000-500,000 
o 50,000-100,000 
. 25,000-50,000
Y/hi taker, Joseph, An Almanack ('Whitaker’s), Clowes and Sons, 
London, 1939, p. 7773.
Sho mountains forts a rolling tableland which. for the mmt part 
is covered with. noorland grass* A groat portion of the land is 
given over to sl eep raising although scne grains are grown in 
the lo® lying sections.
Scotland is a poor country agriculturally; only one-sixth 
of the aroa is arable land and nost of this is found within the 
f idland Valley* The farmers could no longer compete with the 
rest of Hie world in raising grains if it were not for the 
subsidy paid by tho government* Oats have always been the 
chief crop of Scotland end Dr* Btm m l Johnson once caustically 
ysmwftiit in his dictionary that eats was a grain fed to horses 
in England said to the people in Scot land •
Hie South of Scotland
Physical Features
Ifiyaically and economically the South of Scotland is 
divided into three regions* Ihey are (1) the Southern uplands 
which extend almost from the Korth Channel to the north Sea,
(2) the fweed Basin, part of which reaches into England, and 
(5) the South- estern Lowland Which faces the north shore of 
the Solway Firth.c
The Southern Uplands are the eroded renains of a great 
Sllurio-Devonian anticline; the strike of which is parallel 
— g--
Dudley Stamp and Stanley H* leaver, Tim British Isles* 
Long, ana, Green and Co*, London, 1937, p* 210*
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Pig. 3
TIIE SOUTH OP SCOTLAND
FIIYS ICAL FEATURES
iiiyrs 
{2600 ft.)
ENGLAND
Note--The elevations given are generally the highest for the 
individual areas.
Source: Bartholomew, John, Oxford Preparatory Atlas, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1925, pp. 12-“L^ .
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to the Southern Upland boundary fault* Hocks of theso ages 
do slim to this region as contrasted to the Highlands with their 
ancient sotanorjtilc formatlone and. the Carbon If or ous sodinants 
of the Midlaad Galley.
cxliments ef lator ages occur is the southern margin of 
the Uplands* 1h« fwead Las in is f m i d  in Lower Carboniferous 
( lississipptan) strata* Here fee moorland of the higher ele­
vations passes into lowland farming country which is dotted with 
clusters of trees*
On the west coast Carboniferous and oii ilar sedlionts have 
given rise to another agricultural lowland. 3hi» region is 
sone^bat larger than the we ad m s  in and it docs not possess 
so great a degree of cultural unity. Running north fror. this 
Icmland and cutting into the TTplsnds are the well-known ‘dales *n 
they are Important in that they furnish easy routes for 
trans portation *
Beginning at ije east are the hast*asrcmlr Hills (See Figure 
3 5 ski«b are really a long erosion ridge* ^ o y  are not higftj 
their greatest elevation does not exceed 1700 feet* On their 
north side the tmmmmm&am rise sharply from Ui& T>othlan plain, 
but to the south they descend gently to that port of the Tweed 
Basin known as the erse of crwiefcshir®. ihls reeonblcs 
parts of the 1 idland Valley, rtost of the land is less than 
600 fast above sea level* Although lew, scattered ridges of 
h i l ls  rise above the level of the plain, while ancient

M in in s  of vo lca n ic  a c tio n  have g iven  r is e  to  Iso la te d  k n o lls  * 
Teat of the Lasm errtulrs, the oorfoot E l l i s  stand oat as 
e ro s lo n a l rennants between the Tweed r iv e r  and it s  northern  
branch* the G a la , th ey are  sonetfcat h l|& e r than the Lam er n u lrs : 
two peaks reach  above 2000 fe e t , bat H ire  th e ir  eastward com­
panions, they r is e  sh a rp ly  fro n  the t*othian p la in  and com dosn 
in  long g en tle  slopes on th e ir  southern aides*
*Hie next group o f mountains to  the w est Is  the M offat H i l ls ,  
which nake up the top o f the Southern Uplands* se ve ra l eminences 
extend above 2500 fe e t . Here a re  found the heads o f most of 
the la rg e r r iv e rs  o f South Sco tland— the Tweed, the Yarrow , the 
I t  t r ic k , and the Annan. Fu rth e r west and a l i t t l e  to  the south  
of the r: o f fat H ills  between the Clyde and filth  r iv e rs  lie the 
Lowthsrs* See* of it s  e le va tio n s  are as h l$ i as 2400 fe e t.
Beyond the r iv e r  T ilth , the h i l ls  are o f a d iffe re n t o r ig in ; 
the pro ilnon t e le va tio n s  being fom ed fro n  g ra n itic  ex tru sio n s, 
th ey bear such names as the O a im s: ore of F le e t , the C airns lo re  
o f C a rs jh a lm  and the C airns ore of C r lf f e l.  the la t t e r  r is e s  
f r a s  the p la in  near the Solw ay F ir th , -lore prominent than Hies# 
h i l ls  are the M errick  K e lls  i& iich  are lo ca ted  near ^och Doon. 
<Hiey co n sist o f a lte re d  sedim ents underla id  w ith  masses of 
g ra n ite .
Continuing westward the Uplands term inate In  a broad, 
ro llin g  p lateau  whose h e ig h t is  but a l i t t l e  over 1000 fe e t*
Th is p lateau  slopes g e n tly  to  the banks o f mo Solw ay f ir th *
»12»
I
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* Ih e  500 foot contour runs at an average of fifteen miles frwi 
the sliore* An has been mentioned before, the general appearance 
of the countryside res cables that of the Tweed Basin*
Dividing these two Ion lands is an extension of the Southern 
TTplands whore they reach southward to connect with the Cheviot 
Hills* Eer© the hills range from 1500 to 2000 feet in height 
nod have a distinct moorland appearance* *3ie Cheviots fora the 
border wit& England and their greatest elevation is about £500 
feet* Althoogh dividing England and Scotland, they do not 
present a serious obstacle to transportation since they do not 
extend to the sea at either end.
*here are two types of scenery in the South of Scotland* 
Tforth mid east of the With river and continuing almost to the 
Berwickshire coast, 1330 hills are snooth and round and are 
covered with heather or pasture* Southwest of this river the 
scenery is somewhat different! the smooth rounded hills are 
replaced by a type more nearly rosenbling that of the Highlands * 
Hi is is explained by their granitic composition irfsich has made 
them less susceptible to the agents of erosion.
Hbm watershed of the uplands divides the rivers into two 
!nain divisions $ those flowing southward and those flowing north­
westward and eastward. The largest river of this region, the 
Tweed, belongs to Mie second group; its waters flow directly 
to the forth fea* Counted anong its tributaries are the Gala, 
Fttrick, and the Teviot* the rivers flowing northwestward to
TTPSS Of SCOTTISH LOCHS t M
IttfStimilon 2. A s r .a ll C o rrie  lo ch  in  the ce n tra l p a rt o f 
the H igh lands.
{F ro n : H. H. Road, The Grampian *Tlrh lan ci8 , P la te  I )
-♦ '•'* ■*
• *
Illu s t r a t io n  5 . fioch T r o ll,  near the H e rrick  K e lls , a ty p ic a l 
ice~eroded loch*
(Frees J .  P r in g le , Ifie  South of S co tlan d , P la te  I I * }
the Firth of Cl^d© are the Clyde, Doen, Girvan, and the ^tlnchar. 
Bern© of those are entirely within South of Scotland*
In general the valleys of the Southern uplands are narrow, 
steep-sided, and carry streets of irregular regime* ^he river 
valleys are generally terraced, this phono ;ena being sost 
noticeable in the case of the !?ith and Annan t^ hose leroer courses 
run throu^i the younger, less-resistant sedinents*
Clliate
b «
If the Koppen climatic formula is used, one can say that 
South Scotland has a *HiId Humid* cliriate.2 Hie British, how­
ever, are used to another classification which divides this
region, into two cliaates* One type, the "Cool ?u r.er^- lld
f t  tv inters,*1 is found In that section near the west coast and
takes in about 10 per cent of the total area; the other which
is experienced in the rest of Sooth Scotland is the f,0ool
Sunsers-Cold Winters#” ©»• dividing line is the 409 isotherm
for January*4
Ihe prevailing winds are the 1 osterlies; they h im  from 
th# southwest in winter, and as the sun swings north in simmer, 
their direction becomes iare nearly west* So constant are 
these winds that the brandies of the trees tend to grow in an 
easterly direction,
ild i facial’ or Cfb—  coldest sonth be ton? 26*6° F.., 
fmu4x»aM all year, b— war ost nceth under 71*6° P* at least 
four non the over 50° F.
*L* Dudley Btanp and Stanley H* leaver, *Ixie British: Isles,
.. l^ongrsans, Green and Co*, London, 1957, p. 70*
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THE FOUR v.UADRANTS OF BRITISH CLIMATE
I. 1 Cool Summers-Cold V.'inters Climate
II. "Cool Summers-Mild Vinters ”
III. "V/arm Summers-Mild Winters "
IV. ’’Warm Summers-Cold Winters ” 
---------------------------------------------------------- 1
Source: Stamp, L. Dudley, and Beaver, Stanley H., The British 
Isles, Longmans, Green And Co., London, 1937"," pTI 68,"
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The Westerlies bring moisture to South Scotland in. the 
fori of cyclonic lo??s* fto«n this air with its load of water 
vapor passes over the land, it nunt rise to clear the nountalnsj 
the resultant cooling causes rain to fall* *Hhe Influence of 
the rountains upon the rainfall can be seen frars Figure C*
H ::0 east can be termed a ralnshadosi, a condition o m n m  to the 
fsfoole east coast of Scotland*
ecause the climate of the British Isles is so affected 
by the sea, one would expect the annual range ef temperature to 
be s nil. % ! •  is true for the Sou tin of Scotland* Ihe nean 
temperature for January on the west coast Is 40° F*, with 57° F* 
for July— an annual range of 17 degrees. Twenty miles or so 
front the coast, the temperature falls to 52° F* during January 
and rises to 48° P* in July— a range of 16 degrees. 5h# dif­
ference between January and July temperatures is somewhat 
greater on the east coast which can be explained by the 
lessening of the narlne influence.
m  writing of the eliaate of South Scotland, a British 
author has this to says
"On the tihole the eltmate..*is favorable to health 
and longevity and to the agricultural pursuits**** 
l^hanks to the south-west winds from the warn regions 
of the Atlantic, the winters are as a rule slid*
Vegetation (west coast) eomences earlier in the
. . T ‘ - ----' William Learmarth, Kirkcudbrl/titshlro and Wigtownshire 
{Cambridge County Geogra|£IesT d iv e r s i fy ' Press ,"1flSSSria-ge," 
1920, p. 65.
.*
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cast coant experiences longer cola periods and blisssard- 
Ilk© snows are not unconnan, the hi$ior parts of the mountains 
are considerably colder than the coasts* Ibe average rate of 
tenporature decrease in Great Britain is 1° for every 116 miles 
north and 1° for every £70 feet of elevation.6
FrOR the agricultural point of view one cannot judge the 
wetness or dryness of & region by the rainfall statistics alone9 
bat sone consideration must be given to the tendency to cloudi­
ness, (Bee Figure 7) Although by far the sunniest part of 
Scotland* this region is nuch more eloudy than England. Like 
the rest of Great Britain, the South of Scotland sees little 
variability in its weather*
natural Resources
Counted am cog the natural resources of this region is 
building stone, limestone, lead and water-power of sfolch the 
latter will be treated under another topic* Xfe the past the 
mining and quarrying industry was nueh sore important than it 
is now* Lack of snarkets during depressed economic periods and 
laek of adequate reserves have alnost eliminated the production 
of these it mss as well as to have completely halted the exploi­
tation of several others*
Building stone is still produced for local purposes* 
ancient strata of the Uplands yields a durable stone isfclch has
George 0. Pringle, Peebles and Selkirk (Cambridge County 
Geographies ) University Press, ?«afip‘i<ige1§14, pp* 46-46*
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SUNSHINE MAP OP TITS BRITISH ISLES
Showing the average number of hours of sunshine per day through­
out the year.
Source: Stamp, L. Dudley, and Beaver, Stanley H., The British 
Isles, Longmans, And Co., London, 1937, p.TH.
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gone into tli© construction of nest of th© houses In the Upland 
villages * &  the coastal regions cm el titer side sends ton© and 
Hr ©stem© are t&© co r on building mt©rials. In audition to 
this, gronit© is quarried along sections of the west coast for 
■docks and omanental purposes.
Llieston© was one© taken f r m  the earth in considerable 
quantities to be ground for agricultural uses, and several 
large * crashers’* were located between the Llddel Elver and 
rig town* fhes© prop^ties have not been worked since the 
beginning of the depression* Hie annual output is consider* 
ably less than ID, 000 tens uhleh would by no means supply the 
average Illinois county*s denand.
Galena has been tnined in several of the South Scotland 
counties, but at the present tine operations are practically 
halted* The last year for shlch an output was recorded (1934) 
th© figure m s  no m  than 2,000 tens. 3fco or© Is of ©s- 
treaely poor quality and nest ef the reserve* have been used*
l ining and quarrying enploy atout 2,300 workers or 2 per 
cent of the total for this region* fhe value of their products
anounts to something less than vS,000,000 stitch is nearly 3
8per cent of that for all Seotlazid*
^Department of trines for Scotland, gbirteenth Annual He port 
of the Secretary for $.?lnee for th© Tear f^SecT 'SQflE fieeenSer, 
I^j'^^tiiT^lesty^s^^aW^nery iHTice, Tj<mddn,"TSK6,
-'-f'
Ibid.* Seventeen tlx Annual Report * 1958, pp* 194-26*
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A&rlculture
/•grlcultore is the most important pursuit in South Scotland
98 inco 21 per cent of the worker* are employed cm f arns. Co®* 
pare the closeness of this figure to that of fnited States
10Where 21*4 per cent of the employed are agricultural workers. 
’There are nany reasons why this region of the country has not 
becoie highly industrialized, chief among them is that there 
are few natural resources upon which modem industries could 
he based*
If the agriculture of South Scotland had to be described 
in one word, then that would would surely be Rsheep,” for here 
is found <me of the greatest sheep concentrations in the world* 
There are 9 sheep for every hunan Inhabitant which fact loses 
none of its significance when compared with Hew South Tales 
which has 17 per person* South Scotland with an area of about 
4,500 square nilee (area of Champaign county, 1,000 square 
miles) accounts for .5 per cent of the world*s sheep population 
end 37 per cent of the number for all Scotland.
♦The greatest concentration of sheep is found on the eastern 
coast ^here there is better pasture and a climate r.ore suit­
able to the animals. It may be said that Great Britain as a
^Department of Agriculture for Scotland, Agricultural 
g^|l»tlcs. I9|6* His lfaj#*ty*s I H M o n o r y  Office, TOinbartfi*
3,(^ . Vlastnan Irwino, The \ or Id Alaanac and 3ogk of llacts,
^ e  Hew York W or Id-’Telegram, tlewTPor¥JT T9^l0, p.cfulf.
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GRAZING LAND 
IN
THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAND 
1956
Represents 25,000 acres
II GLAND
The darkened portions represent the area devoted to grazing.
Note--The areas cf the circles are proportional to the areas of 
the counties.
Source: Department of Agriculture for Scotland, Agricultural 
Statistics 1936, Vol. HV, Ilis Majesty's Stationery 
Of fine, . A n- r ^ .
,24.
whole presents something unusual s in ce  sheep are g e n e ra lly  
alw ays assoc la  tod w ith  dry re§i one* A heevy r a in f a ll m y  not 
n e c e ssa rily  prevent sheep ra is in g , bet I t  w il l  p resent mm* 
d if f ic u lt  problems * Am long as the pastures are  w e ll d ra in ed , 
sheep are ab le  to  w ithstand  a consldera le  arotH it of tem perate* 
la titu d e  r a in f a ll,  but soggy low ~ lyin£  f ie ld s  rm'k® feed ing  
d if f ic u lt  and fo o t d iseases become a l l  too ccm en* In  the 
w ette r loeer e le v a tio n s , sheep g ive  way to  c a ttle *  Sh is Is 
e s p e c ia lly  n o ticeab le  in fou th  Sco tlan d fs two w estern counties*
In  th is  reg ion  there  arc two breeds o f sheep th a t exceed
a l l  o th e rs , alm ost to  ex c lu sio n . % e y  a re  the Cheviot and the
Scotch Blaekfaee* She Cheviot, of coarse, are- named for the
range of herder hills, and are foimd in greatest numbers in the
Tweed Basin* W ith  proper care and good feed in g , th ey re tu rn
th e ir  owners a s is e a b le  p ro fit*  The B lack face  sheep are
found in the mountains because they are better able to live
on the coarse grass and heather found there* Ih e lr  wool la  not
of f&e hl$i quality found on the Cheviots, but the mutton is
11thou$it to be superior*
As mentioned above, the lower and damper western counties 
are better suited to cattle raising* She proximity of good 
markets for dairy products has also tended to give the emphasis 
to cattle* Ayrshire cattle provide the backbone of the
* .Ini8try of Agriculture and Fisheries, British breeds 
of M v e  Stoclf, Ills Majesty*s Stationery Office7 ^ orclon,’ IDoS,
pp*~OTT 92CW, 100-10S.
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o represents 10,000 sheep
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF SHEEP 
IN
THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAND 
1936
Source: Department of Agriculture for Scotland, Arrlcultural 
Statistics 1936. Vol. XX V, His Majesty^ Stationery 
Office, Edinburgh, 1933, pp. 40-67.
d a iry  in d u stry  and fo r  the moat p a rt are kept on the low land  
far^t#* In  th# wamtntom and moorlands, th# old  G a llo say  breed 
s t i l l  ho ld  th e ir  osm, being ra ise d  p r& ia r ily  for beef*
Hogs are  ra is e d  In  con junction  w ith  th# d a iry  c a ttle *  
r’lfHJd m ilk  and «h«y are fed  to  those an laa l#  and th is  help#  
to  naake the d a iry  farm# s&ore p ro fita b le *  Heady markets fo r  
park and bacon a re  e a s ily  found in  any o f the nearby in d u s tr ia l 
cen ter# •
I t  would not be expected th a t South Sco tland  would be a 
great crop producing area* In  t&e f i r s t  p la ce , such of the land  
Is  so mountainous th a t no g ra in s could be grown even i f  the s o il 
were f e r t i le  enough, and the c lim te  is  so damp and cloudy th at 
n a lse  is  out o f th# q u estio n , and even isheat is  h a rd ly  p ro f it ­
ab le* B a rle y  is  a ls o  a  poor mop fo r  re o tla n d ; lik e  wheat, i t  
does not re ce ive  much a tte n tio n  ou tside tfe# Tweed Basin*
She on ly g ra in  crop w orthy o f a tte n tio n  1# o a ts , and th is
12
u t ilis e s  on ly 4 per cent o f the to ta l acreage. Ccnpare th a t 
w ith  g rasin g  ffelch  includes a l i t t l e  over h a lf  the e n tire  su r­
fa ce  o f m e whole reg ion* Ih e  two cen ters of oat production  
a re  Tlgtown on tfee west coast and the 'Tweed Basin  in  the e a s t. 
She f i r s t  a rea  retention od grows one-fourth o f the crop and th©
la t t e r  is  resp o n sib le  fo r  h a lf  o f it *  m e crop next to  oats In
Im portance is  tu rn ip s which are  grown n a in ly  as feed  fo r
oparteent o f Agriculture fo r  f  cotlandi, op* c l t * , 
pp. 40-44•
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COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF CATTLE 
IN
THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAND 
1956
o represents 2,000 cov/s
-27 Fig. 10
i IDLAND
ENGLAND
note: The shaded circles represent dairy cattle.
Source: Department of Agriculture for Scotland, Africultural 
Statistics 1956, Vol. XXV, His Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 195G, pp. 40-67.
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live stock* Ihey occupy no more than 2 per cent of th© land.
*2b© throe agricultural subregions of South Scotland are
(1) the South- estern Begion, (2) the ?®©©d Basin, and (3) th©
lidSouthern Uplands. (See Figure 11) lb© following discussion 
approaches each on© fron close rang© and attempts to toll some­
thing of tlx© jhysieal features, climate, and agricultural pur­
suits which set it off fron th© rest of ^ie s»in region*
The goatfc-t»stern ne£lm. 'This lowland subregion borders th© 
Southern Uplands fro: the Liddel Valley on th© east to the 
coast of r Igtosmehlre on fee west. Ha© boundary between th© 
TTplands and th© Xdwlmt Is not a regular onej on the east th© 
river dales reach far into the Uplands and further west island® 
of noorland appear here and there a~ong the faros. Ito general, 
this boundary (?©© Figure 11) follows th© upper Unit of cul­
tivation ^hieh is at the 200 foot contour in Wigtown and almost 
twice thnt In the dryer sections further east. lb© entire sub- 
region is no larger than Chanpalgn county and contains less 
farm land.
The western peninsula uhleh terminates In the mull of 
Oallcmay is ten ora as the Khlnra, 'shleh means "the headlands”} 
it received this nano from the Invading Varsmmn* *'uch of 
the land Is flat and possesses son© of S cot land »s est soil;
IS
*!,♦ Dudley Stamp and Stanley 3* leaver, 3ho British Isle©, 
I t t p m i i  Green and Co* $ London, 1957, p* 210.
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Source: Stamp, L. Dudley, and Beaver, Stanley H., The British Isles, 
Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1937, p. 210.
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it is derived from glacial drift* The east peninsula of Wig­
townshire is called the 'schers which is likewise a T orse word 
meaning ”the plains*n ^he !*achers have a variety of noils* ^b# 
estuarine belt around v;igtsm M y  is largely a section of re­
claimed land* fhe central portion of the peninsula is dotted 
with drunlins rad eskers with frequent bogs in t&# swales sad 
valleys# tfta y of these bogs have been reclaimed, bat the farm ers 
seen to prefer the well-drained soils ef the glacial heaps* As 
the fields were cleared of the original forest growth, glacial 
boulders and state* had te be removed before plowing could be 
carried on* f tone fences are, therefore, a common part of the 
landscape* Th# southern tip of the peninsula did not reap 
many benefits from glaciation and consequently cultivation is 
found only in scattered favored spots*
S tre tch in g  eastward fro n  Wigtown Bay are  the Fast G a llo say  
Rowlands w ith  th e ir  so rth em  extension known as the G len k in s, 
sSilch is  r e a lly  the v a lle y  of the Dee R ive r*  Except fo r  the 
a llu v ia l p la in s  o f the UTr and the Dee, no«here is  the land as 
r ic h  or le v e l as the two sectio n s a lre ad y  d escrib ed .
Fron the K ith  to  the L id d e l V a lle y s  the country is  g e n e ra lly  
known as m e D a les, the r iv e rs  sh ich  fle w  p e a ce fu lly  across the  
co a s ta l p la in s  ha vs long s in ce  out th e ir  way f a r  in to  the  
Uplands. Ih e  q u a lity  o f the s o il is  good, and the peat bogs 
ant* g la c ia l dumps so eorsmon to  the ..iaehers a re  n o tice a b ly  few . 
uuch o f the c u ltiv a te d  land  was once covered w ith  fo re s t, but
-31
today the m a jo rity  o f the trees  are  found along the courses o f 
the stream*
She general aspects of the c lin a te  have a lre ad y  been 
d escrib ed , y e t th ere  are  se ve ra l d e ta ils  th a t should be m entioned. 
She reg ion  is  exposed on the west and south to  the d ire c t in ­
flu en ces of the sea and the m ildness of the co a s ta l c lln a te  is  
the d ire c t r e s u lt . *aie norm al r a in f a ll is  ch a racte rised  by a 
sp rin g  minimum and an autumn rmximurn, except west o f the Cree 
v&iere most of the ra in  cones in  w in te r, fhe sp ring  drouth is  
lo c a lly  known as the "".arch  Bu st15 and g ives the farm er a chance 
to  p lan t h is  crops, but the auttnsn ra in s  a re  q u ite  hard on the 
h a rv e s t, th is  m*f be taken as one reason why g ra in  I t  not an 
im portant p roduct. *2he p re c ip ita tio n  is  orographic and thus the 
seacoast is  the d ryost s e c tio n . {See F ig u re  6 )
•The fo u r p rin c ip a l types o f farm ing in  order o f Im portance 
a re : (1 ) d a iry  farm ing , (2 ) sheep ra is in g , (3 ) stock ra is in g , 
and (4 ) g enera l fa rm in g .*5
the A yrsh ire  cow was introduced in to  the Wigtown area  
between 1850 and 1870.10 fhe estab lishm ent o f cream eries in  
the d a iry  farm  areas has cone as a recen t dovelopnent. Most 
o f these are  owned by the fa rre rs  and are  run by a type of 
coop erative raanagenent. C onsiderab le amounts of cheese, b u tte r
.......I t s .............  ....
A lan 0 . O g ilv ie , G reat B r it a in , u n iv e rs ity  P ress ,
Cam bridge, 1928, p . 482.
16Ibld.
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and cream are prepared for sale In the English cities of 
Liverpool, Binaln^iaia, and Newcastle* The raw milk is collected 
regularly by tracks much in the same manner to which Americans 
are accustomed* Y/hole nilk is marketed in rmny of the large 
Industrial areas; even London, 300 miles away, receives nom 
Galloway milk* Hog raising, already mentioned, has cone into 
being as a direct result of the dairies* the by-products from 
the creameries are sent back to the farr ers to feed the hogs; 
an example of Scotch enterprise and frugality.
m e  raising of the black ^Galloway * cattle Is an old and 
honored industry. During the easy years of the 18th century 
Hi* most conspicuous activity was eallsd *cattie raising**
Local squires proudly sent their beef on hoof to the ISiglish 
cities for profit and admiration.
In the Dales t&e cattle industry seems to be on the decline 
with a return of the sheep. Cheviots are by far the most pop­
ular breed; development of the stock having given the farmers 
an anlial which yields both high quality wool and nutton* Like­
wise, in the ilachers and the Khirms the Cheviots are the moat 
popular, but the Galloway sheep, noted for their nuttcn, are 
not to be overlooked*
Mixed farming Is fairly c o o m b  with the emphas Is generally 
put upon oats. Wheat and barley is generally grown on every 
farm, but the acreage is considerably higher near the coast*
So: 10 attention Is given to th© cultivation of turnips and 
pot at oos, tlio latter being grown for the livestock.
She sis© of farr- varies frees 80 to 600 acres, and /any of 
them are worked by tenants; cm© family often renting the same 
farts for a hundred years. The rents vary fron #500 to #5,600 
a year, depending upon slse and fertility. ’The boundaries of 
the faros seldon reach above the line of cultivation, for to 
the Scotch, upland sheep herding and lowland farming are two 
very different modes of life, quite coopleto in themselves.
Other than farming, there are no occupations of importance 
in the South-* estem subregion of Scotland. ? lining and quarrying 
one© si&eahle industries, are n m  nearly at an end. Fishing 
receives little attention alt&oogh the nearby waters could 
easily furnish more than enough for the local needs, rost of 
the fishing is done in the rivers and in the Solway Firth, 
salmon and shrimp being the only fish cau^t in significant 
lumbers •
Since 1860 ti*e population has been steadily on the decline,
and coincident with that decline has come the rise of dairy 
farming at the expense of stock raising. Since there is no 
Industrialisation and no large towns, th© region has that 
country-side appear m c e  so appreciated by the British vaca­
tioner. fhe tourist trade helps the regional income soaslderably
William A. Qauld, a British author suns up the region of
$outh-^estem Scotland in these words, ®Its eeonamie function
■34-
wotild appear to be to supply food materials for the industrial 
towns of central Scotland and possibly northern Ireland*113,7
the ‘/’wood gasJLn* the Tweed Basin lies like a grain sack be~ 
tween England and Scotland with each country ahold of a tie 
string. So-ietir:es it has been English, s tee tines Scottish, and 
both were very sure it m s  theirs. Paring the 12th century
■ - <
Scotch rulers brought their authority here for a lasting in* 
fluence and except for brief interludes it has been Scottish 
ever since. rihe region received a hard blow nhsn In the latter 
part of the 15th century its seaport, Berwick, was lost per­
manently to the Bngllafi.
flie 'Basinfs resources were left undeveloped until well into 
the 10th century fshen the railways between the Scottish Midland 
Valley and England found their m y  across the lowland and with 
then ca e the economic awakening.
Ibe Tweed Basin, as Illustrated in Figure 11, Is divided 
from the Uplands toy approximately the 600 foot contour. Its 
area Is somewhere near 650 square miles {area of Champaign 
county Is 1000 square miles). Several divisions are nade of 
tills region j the nost important Is the Mwmm ef Berwickshire 
shich Is a long triangular-shaped section running up the middle 
of the Basin* It is forried for the most part by the valleys of 
the Teviot end the lower Tweed, this area comprises 250 square
...— .. —
1 £ M * »  p - 464 *
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riles of Scotlandvs best agriculture land* Practically all of 
the ierse lies below the 400 foot contour# She territory out­
side the erse does not possess one name, but racier each coa- 
nunlty la generally naned for the river which drains it* Ex­
amples of this Include Lauderdale, Teviotdale and Upper Cweeddale. 
Ihe general lay of the land is far from level because here is 
found one of the largest expanses of drumllns In Groat Britain, 
and the whole pattern of roads, fields, mtwemam ana fences 
folio® almost entirely the trend of these glacial hills* Thm 
Basin has a distinct English appearance; the rolling land with
the neatly clipped hedges and stone farmhouses have a distinct 
18English air. ~ ti6 foreigner finds it hard to believe that he
has passed the *otmdary and that here Is Scotland*
Hhe outer fringe of the Basin receives 56 indies annual
rainfall while the Berse usually gets 30 indies or less* It Is
fairly well distributed t&roug&out the year, althou|£i the mln-
lnur.1 generally cones In August and October* the Merse is perhaps
the best suited climatically of any part of Scotland for the
growing of crops* fVh© clotty damp days which are so trying to
grain production are nany, but they are considerably fewer
than for the rost of Scotland*
Hie Tweed Das In as an agricultural region is limited by the
edge ef the Upland noors* tlear the outer edges of the Basin 
nost cf the land is turned over to permanent grass, sorse
^L* Dudley Starsp and Stanley H* lieaver, Hie British Isles 
Longrmne, Oreen and Co., London, 1937, p* 218.““
•M *
sections having never been plowed and other# having been 
abandoned to grass sines the latter part of the 18th century*
In the tfpper Basin, as it is scoetisses called, the density 
of sheep is very groat, In the counties of Berwick and Boxburg 
averaging about one and one-half sheep per acre. (Contrast 
with Hew Zealand*s one sheep for every 5 acres*) 'Ihe alsse of 
the farm are also large j the usual acreage being seldon under 
1000.
*She most connon breeds of sheep are the Blackface and the 
H eviot, and the distribution Is In hamony with the rest of 
Scotland! the Cheviots are kept on the lower bettor pastures 
while the hardier Blackface are usually found on the poorer 
hllller fields • there is a winter novement of sheep Into the 
lowlands % ihe Blackface sheep semetines take over the lower 
pasture while the Cheviots are brought in for fattening.
Cattle are m xmerous only in the Mere# where mixed farming 
is pursued. l ost of them are of tfoe beef breeds, raised and 
fattened locally for the markets cf central Scotland or the 
English centers.
The nost important crop is oats with wheat and barley 
gaining som  prominence on m e  lower far-s. For the Pas in as 
a whole, oats occupy about 8 per cent of the land. Ihoat and 
barley together have an acreage equal to oats only in the 1 erse. 
Fams pursuing this type of agriculture are usually about 200 
acros in size and are the most prosperous In Scotland,
these farm, turnips are grown for sheep feed and the total 
average Is about the mam® as for oats.
If the 'Tweed Basin were situated some place in the rjiddle 
of the Highlands, it is possible that it would not be the 
prosperous agricultural region that it is* Sines it is lo­
cated cm the easiest route between England and Scotland It 
has never worried about mrfeets* Although the sans products 
are produced that mere to be found bore in the : iddle Ages, 
the emphasis has changed free subsistence to commercial 
production*3'^
Industries
woolen Manufacturing* !Ehs i’weed Basin has produced textiles 
sines the earliest tires, but before the latter part of the 
18th century most of the worlc was done In the hone* Linen, 
wool ana cotton were all given a try, but with the beginning 
cf the 1800*8 machinery was introduced and wool proved to be 
the best raw material* V ool was near at hand in plentiful 
quantities, and the uweed with its tributaries furnished enough 
water power to get the industry well started* Abundant soft 
water for the washing of His wool was to be had almost any­
where in the Basin.
As tise went on the streans were not able to furnish th# 
necessary power for the crowing industry, and the switch to
19Alan 0* Ogllvle, Groat Britain, University Proas, 
Cambridge, 1928, p* 471.
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fuel «at difficult because ther© were no coal fields near.
Th® industry m s  saved, however, by the popularisation of 
^weeds** by the -English upper classes# the rsanufaeture of 
woolen hosiery has also been important and like 11 Tweedsn it; y," ■ ^ ’. H'1
has been a favored product partly because the ssnufacturers
advertised their product as being hand nade.20
Today the industry centers around ttie two cities of
Galashiels and Hawick both of which wore woolen producers fron
the very first* a ter poster is no 1 otiger used to any extent
and coal is shipped in from the !Iorthcraberland and Durham
Coalfield* wool too must be Imp rted, not more than 10 per
SIcent being produced within the Basin*
fhe roolen industry, like all others, was hurt eodsldwnably 
by the depression, and like many of the British industries, it 
has suffered a steady decline since the end of the first world
war. In 1921, 21,000 people were employed in all of the
06Scottish factories? by 1931 this nunher had declined to about 
12S10,000. Although the production of woolen goods is scattered 
over mmt  of Scotland, perhaps 75 per cent of those employed 
are living in the I’weed area* Fanous as the Scottish woolen
A* Wells, fhe Prltish Hosiery Trade, George Allen and 
TJhwin, London, 1935, p*
^George 0* Chiaholri* Handbook of Corrierclal Geography, 
Longmnsp Ore on and Co., LeSSSoe, I&sSJT p*' sS9.
inis try of Labour, Twentieth Abstract of Labour 
Statistics of the Baited Kin£<fc. vfis‘T -aleslyfs °‘laHorrery
apfiTSTTftflT “ 9:----------- —
^Xt: Id.m Twenty-second Abstract, 1937, p. 11.
products are, they coaprise slightly lea® than 10 per cent of 
the entire output of Gr at Britain*
The idland Valley
Physical Features
^Between tfoe southern flank of the !Xi|$alands 
and ttie northern edge of the Uplands of the pastoral 
counties lies that wide hilly lowland which, for 
want of a better name, I have been accustomed to 
©all the Midland Valley.
Thvm rl#itly wrote Sir Archibald Geikie, t&e dean of Scotch 
geologists*
Although admitted to be only in the broadest sense a low­
land, the Midland Valley does contain the greater part of 
Scotland’s low-lying country* It was here that the Scottish 
nation cam© into being, and it is bore that 75 per cent of the 
total population lives* It is the political, econo; 1c, and 
cultural heart of Scotland*
Geologically, the Midland Valley is a groat rift block 
let down between the two hl$iland regions • 1&ls novenent r;ust 
have taken place in very ancient ti ;es because during the 
Carboniferous ago this part of Scotland had already sunk and 
was occupied by a wide shallow «oa* It was in this sea that
plants and trees destined to become coal grew in great ^r0~ 
fusion* Volcanic action was also present during this age,
^ l r  Archibald Geilcie, Sconorr of Scotland Viewed in 
Connection with its Physical FeeneryV llan Ccripary,
...........g i " ■ ■ n ■ » wuim mpmnm mmm ij_u£L»i. inniT—in . m... ITTr| 190X| p* 309#
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th© renaln© of sshich today stand out as low ranges of hill©*
. Whil© ©0*1 ©©am© and soil© wer© b©ing formed in the idland 
Vall©y, th© two hinland districts stood oat a© mountainous 
Islands and ar© consequently poor in those resources associated 
with th© coal~f arming ages* *lhe greater part of th© Valley 
11©© below th© SOD foot contour, yet considerable areas, 
©specially alone th© margin©, attain a height of over 1,000 
feet and in ©on© localities th© highest points are above 2,000#
*Tb© north and south boundaries whidi ar© formed by th© 
great fault lines (Se© Figure 12) run throu^i the edg© of th© 
two hig' land regions giving th© s Id land Valley a fringe of 
foothill© ©hlch ar© 1,000 or more foot in elevation* Parallel 
to these foothills in the north lies a long narrow vall©y which 
Is commonly known as th© Strathmore, th© average height of tsfoich 
is about 260 feet# Th© southern border of the Strathmore Is a 
line of old volcanic hills called the Northern Heights of the 
Lowlands* Ihua the Garvock {1000 ft*}, Sid law (1,23S ft.) and 
Ochil (2,263 ft.) Hill©. th© Cfcap©i© Fells (1,894 ft#) with th© 
Kilpatrick Hill© (1,515 ft.) form an Interrupted b©lt of hi$b 
ground from Stonehaven to th© mouth of the Clyde* South of the 
river th© Kilpatrick Hills reappear to culminate In the Hill 
of Stake (1,711 ft*).
Th© lowland again continues south of these hills sfoere a 
conslderabl© part of th© surface is lea# than 260 feat abo*?e 
the sea* Interrupted from the south by two extensions of the

uplands , th is  v a lle y  is  d ivid ed  into th ree * tore or le s s  d is t in c t  
p a rts i (1 ) the Lo tb ians t&tich s tre tch  along the border o f the 
F ir th  o f forth, (£) tee v a lle y  of the Clyde K ive r which goes by 
the name of the Clydesdale, (3 ) the Ayrshire co asta l p la in .
She C lydesdale t «  one o f the most densely populated reg ions on 
e a rth ; muc& o f the v a lle y  contains mips than 1,500 people per 
square m ile*
Southm rd from these low lands, the su rfaces r is e  to  re ­
semble the vo lca n ie  h i l ls  fu rth e r no rt& j c o lle c t iv e ly  these 
e le va tio n s  a re  known as the Southern H e is ts  o f the ^o©lands* 
Tftzsbeved among th is  h i l l  range are  the Pent lands (1,752 f t * ) ,  
and the h e ig h ts around Hutfeerry H i l l  (1,712 f t * ) *  Between 
these h i l ls  and the frin g e  of the Southern Upland the land is  
uch lo u er (SOD f t * ) ,  hut i t  does not fo m  a v a lle y  o f su f­
f ic ie n t  consequence to  hear any p a rtic u la r  nane*
Ih e  r iv e rs  o f the M idland V a lle y  can be separated in to  two 
d iv is io n s *  (1 ) those ^ ilc tj flo©  in to  the F ir th  o f C lyd e, and
(2 ) those which fin d  th e ir  say to  the Borth  Sea* th e  la t te r  
type Is  the most numerous although the C lyd e , the p rin c ip a l 
r iv e r  of S co tlan d , flows to  the w estern F ir t li*  Most o f the 
r iv e rs  r is e  in  e ith e r the Southern Uplands o r the & in la n d s  and 
flo® dosra in to  the lowland between deep-cut bonks*
She stream s in  th e ir  courses are  ^nature, lo t  th ere  is  no
stream  o f any s iz e  *& ich  meanders across It s  flood  p la in *  *he 
F a lls  o f C lyde, th ree in  number, near Lanark co n s titu te  the
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largest waterfall In Croat Britain If both height and volume 
are considered together.
C lls a te
*Ihe ellrsate of the Id land Valley does not radically differ 
from that of South 5* cot land, but those differences thet do exist 
may be laid to the variation In the anount of rainfall* ^he 
clliate ae classified by the Koppso for ula Is the wmmo as for 
Se&gh Scotland which is the *Mlld ITanld" type* asp showing
nThe Four Quadrants of British CXImte* places all the -Idland 
Valley except parts of Buteshire In the ” Cool Son&ers^Cold 
T intersn division* (See Figure 5)
*3x0 westerlies, of course, are Hie prevailing winds, their 
great constancy being especially noticed on the west coast*
Hear the north f^ ea the winds are not so regular* Luring the 
spring of the year strong easterly winds blow storms In from 
the sea and occasionally In winter strong south-east gales 
make coastwise navigation dangerous and cause the fishermen no 
end of trouble*
Host of the region receives an average of 55 to 40 Inches 
of rainfall annually* A bit of the west cosst has ore than 
GO inches while a little of the country near '"dinbur^i gets 
25 and less* the lack of a central mass of mountains can be 
taken as the reason shy the Valley receives a smaller amount 
of precipitation than does the region to the south*
■mip »
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Portions of. the east seat oast are very foggy during the 
spring months • Hi© easterly wind®, mention ©a above blow the 
fog banks In fr©^ . the sea producing a weather which is very 
disagroeable, this situation being locally given the descriptive 
name of the "h*ar.tf^
The temperature differences between the two coasts are in 
keeping with the influences of their respective rainfalls# Hie 
west experiences cooler an:more and milder winters with a mean 
January tenperature of about 39°F. «nd S9°F. for Juiy.^ 'the 
actual range for the east Is not so any isean degrees r ore, but 
there Is a much greater range in tenpera tores from day to day 
and hour to hour.
On the sfoole, the climate of the ? id land Valley is well 
suited for such crops as wheat, barley and especially oats.
Like the rest of Scotland, the growing season is too cool and 
damp for the taaturlng of maise* *his Is a snail handicap, 
indeed, when it is renor>bered that were it not for the marine 
influence all Scotland would be as barren as Labrador*
Katural Hesourees
*he Midland Valley accounts for nore than 95 per cent of 
the mineral production of ncotland v&lch generally totals ore 
than (125,000,000$ about #lght-tenths of this a ount eomes
S. Eatr* vast Lothian (Cambridge County Geographies), 
She Ttoiversity Press, To-Wrllge, 1915, pp. 49.
S6Frederlck I ort, Renfrewshire (Cambridge County 
Geographies), Hie TJnivers l¥y "I^oas, Cambridge, 1918, pp. 58-59.
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fron til© sale of the Valley fs coal. Also we find so 'e pro­
duction of iron, about r&lch more will be said later, and the 
unique oil shale Industry*
Outside of the minerals, the only other natural resource 
of any importance Is the snail amount of water power developed 
on the Clyde River*
Coal* *Ehe coalfields of root land are characterised by
four outstanding features! (1) their basin structure, (2) their
Intorbedded iron ores, (3) their easy accessibility, and (4)
2 7their relics of arbonlferouo volcanic activity. The first 
three especially have played an important part in Influencing 
the development of the Scottish coal industry*
Geologically speaking, the Midland Valley is an old 
syncllne; the sedimentary rocks having been laid dorm between 
tts* older formations of the Southern Uplands and the Highlands 
on the north* In a general way, the older sedimentary beds 
outcrop near the edges of the valley iftiile the younger formations 
lie near the center* Although ages of folding and erosion have 
taken place, it can be seen from the map that the younger coal 
measures are generally bordered by Carboniferous limestone 
fields* *There is evidence for believing that the whole Midland 
valley was once under laid with coal seams, but it was this
cwCrows, mIhe Scottish Coalfields,1’ The Scottlsli 
Heograriilcal SagasIne, XIV, 19tt, p. 321*
folding and erosion that has loft only those uhleh **ere 
deposited far beneath*
Althoor^i attempts t^ ere ade to produce iron fron Scottish 
ores as early as the 17th century, the first enterprise to alas 
use of the in ter bedded iron and coal m s  established in 1760 
near Falkirk* The iron ore used today is imported fron Horth 
Africa, Spain and Sweden, but the industry o^es its beginning 
to this close occurrence of oro and fuel.
loch of Oreat Britain** cor mere la 1 success has been 
attributed to the nearness of her coal deposits to water trans­
portation* fhe location of the Scottish coalfields enjoy this 
same advantage* ®se eastern and the western f &  Ids both extend 
under tidal water# A i l #  the great Central Field has access to 
the upper roadies of m e  Firth of Forth and the deepened 
sections of the river Clyde.
Differing fron the r <st of the coalfields of Great Britain 
t&iere coal occurs only in the rocks of the Coal Measures 
C Pennsylvanian), the id land valley of Scotland has additional 
nmmsm in the Lines tone Coal Group ( lssisslpplan). At the 
present tirie, however, the rtost important mining operations 
are carried on in the Coal Measure sea a.
12ie total area of the Scottish coalfields is about 900 
squnre miles* (This is slightly s: aller than 0 .anpalgn county, 
1043 square miles.) this coal-bearlng region can be divided 
into four more or less distinct areas*
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I. the Fife-Clack nammn Coalfield lying north 
of the Firth of Forth.
II. *The Midlothian Coalfield lying to the south 
of the Firth of Porth.
III. fbe Central Coalfield lying in the middle 
part of lid land Valley*
XV. Ayrshire Coalfield lying east of the Firth 
of Clyde.
In discussing the fields, it see ss to be a better procedure to 
note each of the subdivisions of these f e w  areas.
♦The Fifeshlre C oalflelfl parallels the north shore of tfc* 
Firth of Fortli for nearly 52 miles with an average width of 
miles, lhe entire area covers about 170 square niles of which 
a trlangular~sha pad area of 20 square miles is underlaid wltti 
Coal Measure sea s. This area produces the famous T?£ysart t ain 
Coal11 which, in places, occurs in soa^s 20 feet thick, m e  
field is divided into two parts. fte eastern area comprises a 
total of about 40 square miles and is located on the neck of 
land between the Firth of Porth and the St. Andrews Bay. *£he 
other area strategies westward to Join the Clack-mnnan field.
fha yield of Fifeshlre is a^  out a quarter of the annual 
Scottish production, and its reserves are probably larger than 
any of the other Scottish fields. Before 1900 the eastern part 
of this coalfield hold a comparatively sore important position 
than it does now. 'the Carboniferous Li os tone measures have 
Lecoae increasingly important with the advance of the present 
century. Dunfermline, an Inland city, owes ruch of its
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coosteroial importance to the surrounding coalfields* Burntisland 
servos as the cool port of the rifeshlre field.
Tbs coal is of the bitu Inous class, althoegb 111:# all 
Scottish coals they vary eonsider&bly. fhe "Dunferallne Splint 
Coaln has becone fa ous bo cans© of its high carbon content 
which averages better than 80 per cent. It has long boon used 
as a stea coal. In certain localities, volcanic action has 
changed sone of the coal to an anthracite hardness.
Hie Claetoasroan Coalfield Is really the connecting link 
between the Fifeshlre and the Central field. It Is s all in 
ere* and reserves; the area Is about 25 square alios. f£he Ochil 
Bills form the fieldfs northern boundary «hile the Firth of 
Forth ana the forth iliver forn the southern extremity.
Many of the tipper coal seams are now nearing exhaustion, 
and ’sost of the active mining Is done In the Carboniferous 
Limestone treasures, "he quality of the coal in general is 
lower than that of Fifeshlre, ranch of the Clackmannan coal 
containing avout 56 per cent carbon*
Clacknann&n has not teen greatly industrialised by its 
coal and is still largely agricultural. The old port of Bofness 
on the Firth of Porth serves the Clackmannan field for Its out­
going coal and Inconing pit props.
>Th« w s m s (TIWITTl C'd aT floTg is  th0 *** " !0at
important prodocing district of Scotland* area contained
in this field aroimts to about 470 square niles of continuous
coal-bearlng  s tra ta  and In cludes p arts o f le n fre w sh ire , 
Dunsbartonahire, S t ir lin g s h ir e , L in lith g o w sh ire  and ?j&inbur g liah ire  
llor© than 60 per cant o f the co a l mined in  Sco tlan d  cones from  
th is  f ie ld ,  and the annual re tu rn  is  about double the tonnage o f 
the F ife s h lre  a re a , the next la rg e s t producer. N otw ithstanding  
th is  f a c t , the form er has on ly about 75 per cent as nuch re ­
serves as the la t t e r .
A considerab le p a rt o f the C en tra l f ie ld  is  covered w ith  
g la c ia l reo a ln s which in clud es sands, g rave l*  and boulder c la y , 
th is  cover is  many p laces exceeding 100 fe e t in  th ick n ess. Iro n ­
stones a re  found w ith  many o f the co a l seams, and i t  was th is  
re la tio n s h ip  th a t led  to  the developm ent o f the S c o ttis h  iro n  
and s te e l in d u s trie s  which are  now, however, la rg e ly  dependent 
upon im ported ore and p ig  iro n .
% i*  area is  Ju s t ly  fa  ous fo r it s  fin e  grades of c o a l. Ito 
the Glasgow v ic in it y  there is  mined a coking v a r ie ty  ca lle d  m e 
* r;lls y th  Coking C oal1® i& le h  is  noted fo r  it s  u n ifo rm ity  o f fix ed  
carbon (67 per c e n t), m  the Bannockburn d is t r ic t  o f S t ir lin g ­
sh ire  Is  mined a well-known house co a l c a lle d  the •Bannockburn 
ra lls e n d  Drawing-Room C o a l.*  The famous "Lesiaahagos 0** Coal* 
which Is  o ften  re fe rre d  to  as the standard fo r  gas coa ls is  
found fu rth e r south . I t  y ie ld s  alm ost 12,000 cubic fe a t o f 
gas per ton*
the g rea test concen tration  of co a l m ining operations in  
a l l  Sco tlan d  is  to  be found in  the southern p a rt of the C en tra l
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f ie ld *  Here m ining and asso cia ted  in d u s trie s  have caused the  
reg ion  to  become ve ry  th ic k ly  s e tt le d , exceeding 1,500 to  the 
square m ile*
She Douglas C o a lfie ld  lie s  south of tfce C en tra l f ie ld  and is  
com pletely separated from it *  As the r ic h e r  seams o f the la t t e r  
become exhausted, the fo m e r becomes - ore im portant. 3he area  
Is  a basin  form ation  and acco rd in g ly  the co a l seans va ry  con­
s id e ra b ly  in  d ip , q u a lity  and th ickness* i t  covers a l i t t l e  
more than 20 square m ile s , one-fourth o f which is  und erla id  
w ith  Coal Leasure form ations* She upper form ations have two 
seams i& ich  average 8 fe e t in  th ick n ess. However, the more 
im portant com m ercial operations a re  connected w ith  the lo ae r 
c o a ls .
The A yrsh ire  C o a lfie ld  ranks next in  area to  the C e n tra l, 
the coal-bearing  form ations reach from Renfrew sh ire on the 
north  to  the northern  lim its  o f K irk cu d b rig h tsh ire  on the south , 
a d istan ce  o f 26 m ile s . L a te ra lly  the f ie ld  extends fro n  Ayr 
on the coast to  a d istan ce  o f 14 m iles In la n d . (See F ig u re  14)
Of t ills  a re a , about 60 square m iles o f the best fo m atio n s have 
been ru ined  by igneous in tru s io n s .
A lthou^ i most of the A yrsh ire  co a l is  b itum inous, there  is  
a l i t t l e  which because o f Igneous a c tio n  has become ve ry  hard .
The B r it is h  know th is  as •bastard a n th ra c ite ” and most o f i t  
has a carbon content o f about 84 per cent* -he best known 
house co a l o f the reg ion  is  mined around K ilm arnock. I t  Is

Imoim as the *M «in C oal8 a»d has a carbon content o f 55 per 
cent*
The Banqufoar C o a lfie ld  has an area o f 17 square m iles * On© 
Im portant c o llie r y  con tro l#  ost o f the d ep o sit. Th© w orkable 
seams va ry  fro n  2 to  5 fe e t in  tb ielsnens.
The r id lo th la n  (Bd lnb ung i) C o a lfie ld  surpasses a l l  others 
o f Sco tlan d  in  the number of seams, in  combined th ickn ess and 
in  to ta l re se rve s . I t  seems to  have the b rig h te s t fu tu re  o f 
a l l  the S c o ttis h  coal-producing a re a s , %©  seams l ie  in  a w e ll-  
d efin ed  b asis the s tr ik e  o f ^hich runs n e a rly  north  and south, 
rh© Coal Measures form ation  com prises an area  9 by 8 | m ile s , 
tih lch  is  rimmed by outcrops of M ills to n e  Or it s  th a t o ve rly  the 
Lower Carboniferous s tra ta . (See F ig u re  18) On t&© west s id e  
of the basin  th© seams a re  sh arp ly  in c lin e d , th is  s itu a tio n  
g iv in g  r is e  to  th© name "rdge C o a ls .” Toward the cen te r o f the 
b asin  they become h o riz o n ta l, hence th© name **Flat C oals.®
^ S p lin t C oal” re fe rs  to  th a t mined a t the ea s t s id e  o f the b as in , 
and in  general i t  is  q u ite  fre e  fro n  the bothers one igneous 
in tru s io n s*
As mentioned p re v io u s ly , the F ir th  o f Fo rth  d iv id es  th©
F ife s h lre  and the M id lo th ian  f ie ld s . The same co a ls ar© known
to  be continuous under the F ir th , and s in ce  i t  has a bed o f
th ick  g la c ia l c la y , m ining under w ater is  a c tu a lly  p o ss ib le .
The depth o f the F ir th  is  under 120 feet#  An area o f 150
been napped and &ie rese rves are  estim ated tosquare miles has
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PRODUCTION OF THE SCOTTISH COALFIELDS
I. Fife, Clackmannan and Sutherland Coalfields
I I .  Midlothian Coalfield
I I I .  Central Coalfield
IV. Ayrshire Coalfield
Source: Department of hines for Scotland, Seventeenth Annual
Report o f  the S e c r e ta r y  For . in os f  or the Year erid_e_ci -31o_t 
December 197*7 and the T h i r t i e t h  Annua 1 henort  o f  his.
'.a iest^;fs Ch lef I n s p e c to r  of . '.ir.es f or the ga::ie p e r i o d . 
His ..ajesty*s Stationery Office, London, 19,"8, p. 132.
be a out 2,500,000,000 tons* Certain sections have already 
been leased to ambitious coal companies *
Ih Sutherland®**ire, along t&e eoacoaat at Brora, there la
a small coal deposit of Jurassic age. 2his field is thou$it
i
to cover an area of 5 or 4 square miles, and the possible re­
serves are estimated to be at least 1,000,000 tons* In all 
probability the coal mined here in th© future will be for 
local use*
*£he average output of the Scottish mines 1ft about 52,000,000 
terns; the 1937 figure was Just a little nore than this* *ha 
Central field m s  responsible for about 40 par cent. (Bee 
Figure 16) Although Midlothian has more reserves than does the 
Central field, It produces only about one-third as much; however, 
conditions are such that this ratio will probably persist for 
some decades* Prom the imp, the only trend that can easily be 
seen is Uie steady advancenont of the rifeshire fields.
Figure 17 was made to show hos? Scottish production fits 
into the British picture. Is 1915 the coal output in Great 
Britain reached its all-time peak; this is also true for 
Scotland* Hhis sane relationship holds good for the low point 
of 1921* \7hen the trends are considered for the ifooie period 
illustrated, it can be seen that the Scottish coal industry
Isfollows very closely the fluctuations of English coal* -his 
to be expected when one considers hos the industries of England
and Scotland are tied together*
COAL PRODUCTION IN GREAT BRITAIN 
Scottish Coal Production Shaded
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Source: Department of Mines for Scotland, Seventeenth Annual reporl 
°? the Secretary For I'lnes for the Year ended 31st Decembei 
TT)37 and the Thirtieth Annual Report of His r.'a.jes ty *s Chlei 
Inspector of I;ines for the same period, ITis Majesty*s 
Stationery Office, London, 1938, pp. 130-131.
As had 'been mentioned before, tho coal producing area of 
Scotland amounts to about 900 square ^ailaa which mkes It only 
about tho sIso of Chanpaicn county. Tot, tho ^feole state of 
Illinois produces only about 45,000,000 tons a year as compared 
^ith Scotland’s 52,000,000. Likewise Illinois has In th© 
nei^iborfcood of 1,000 rinos; Scotland has only about 400. *his 
suggests sail©thing of the difference in the mining policies of 
th# two g w y naaati concerned* la Great Britain, and In Europe 
in general, the minerals of th© earth do not belong to th© 
obmii of the land, but rather to the government ^slch leases 
tiieso resources to private companies. this system has led to 
the estatlishnsnt of fairly large ©©Hpanie* tfoich are few in 
number* In Illinois, the coal belongs to the owners of the land, 
and nuch coal is mined by smll osmers or even farm©** ^ho mine 
as a sideline to farming.
As r*i$it be expected, 40,000 out of the 00,ODD employed in 
Scottish lines are in tho Central field. {-©© Figure 18)
Although conditions ar© improving for the miners, and there are
10 per cent more employed nlners non than in 1935j yet, before th© 
T or Id ar, the Scottish nines furnished work for 140,000 men.
For 1957 this figure m m  barely 90,000* /s in England the un­
employed nlners present a serious problem to Scottish society*
Th© proble i is serious even though Scotland prodae©© only a 
little more than 12 per cent of the United Eingdoofs coal.
EMPLOYMENT IN THE SCOTTISH COALFIELDS 
Averages for the years *31 *33 *35 »37
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I. Fife, Clackmannan and Sutherland Coalfields
II. Midlothian Coalfield
III. Central Coalfield
IV. Ayrshire Coalfield
Source: Department of Mines for Scotland, Seventeenth Annual
Report of the Secretary For I,'ines for tho Year ended 51st 
Decenter, 15Y7 and the Thirtieth Annual Report of His 
' 'a j o s t y~* s Chief Tnspe ct~or of 'lines for the sa no period .
II is- Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1938, p. 141.
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In  1957 tho average ;in e r enployed In  ^cot land accounted 
fo r  560 tens of co a l as cor pared w ith  M O tons fo r  the average  
^ngltflh  n ln e r. In  I l l in o is ,  on the o th er hand, tho fig u re  is  
about 900 tons o f eoal m yea r* ih is  g rea t d iffe re n ce  can he 
exp lained  by the fact th a t the co a l o f I l l in o is  is more e a s ily  
mined* The co a l seatna o f G reat T r ita in  l ie  in  e ve ry  p o s itio n  
im g la a b le  im klng the use o f m achinery ooro d if f ic u lt *  Then* too , 
as the c o a lfie ld s  becor*© n eare r exhausted, m ining g e n e ra lly  In­
creases in  d if f ic u lt y ,  to  the S c o ttis h  coal a rea* nor© workable 
soaiis are  a v a ila b le  fo r  production at any one place. 'ih is  is ex­
p la ined  by the fa c t  th a t England does not have co a l sear* in  the 
Ills s lea  ippian s t r a ta .  rthls m i^ it h e lp  to  exp la in  why Sco tlan d *• 
m iners seer: to  be sore o ff ic ia n t  than those o f England.
For his work in 1957 the average miner in Scotland received 
an equivalent of (780. The English niner had to be satisfied 
with his yearly salary of §712. These laay sees to be very low 
wages, but we mast remember that th© American miner enjoys a 
much hi her standard of living than does the British. In England 
or Scotland it is rare, indeed, to find a niner «foo owns an 
automobile, but in Illinois we know that automobiles are 
certainly no curiosity to th© average day laborer.
Scottish coals are of nany varieties and qualitiesj there­
fore* their uses are rainy* Hi© ^Splint Coal’? was once used as 
natural coke in th© iron s-.;eltorios, and th© "Cannel coal”
(candle eoal— so named because its flan© resenbles that of a
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/
UTILIZATION OP SCOTTISH COAL 
(1937)
Exports to foreign countries
8% Bunker sales
15% Coastwise exports (Northern Ireland and England )
1.6*O/0 Production of electricity
5/o Used in mining operations
5% Railway consumption
6% Gas and chemical manufacture
9% Iron and steel production
\Z% Used in homes and home manu­
factures
21% General manufacture
Source: Department of Mines of the Secretary For
for Scotland. Seventeenth Annual Report
y.ines for the Year ended 51st December
1057 and the Thirtieth Annual Renort of His ...a.1estyfs ChiefInspector of Lines for the same period, His Hajesty's 
Stationery Office, London, 1938, pp. 1GG, 17.r .
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cand le ) has long been used as a home fu e l. S e v e ra l others o f 
Im portance isere mentioned In  tho d iscu ssio n  of the variou s f ie ld * ,  
flee t of the S c o ttis h  coal can be classed  as b itum inous, y e t sone 
m ight be ca lle d  an th ra c ite *  English co a l is  o f a s lig h t ly  b e tte r  
q u a lity  and cos viands a l i t t l e  b e tte r p r ic e ; the average in  1937 
m s eq u iva len t to £>2.45 a %m e fc lle  that from Scot land fe f ie ld #  
so ld  fo r  i5#24. *Ih is d iffe re n ce  can probably be m ain ly a: counted 
fo r  by the fa c t th a t En g lish  co a l is  mors e a s ily  mined*
F ig u re  19 shoes hoe Sco tland  disposes o f h e r c o a l. *3he use 
made o f th a t fro o  England is  the same in  meet respects* 'Hie 
d iffe re n ce  is  th a t Sco tland  exports a so ewhat g rea te r percent­
age o f the output than does Eng land, find the En g lish  use a 
g re a te r p roportion  fo r  the heatin g  of homes.
Coal is  im portant to  S co tlan d , not so nuch th at the annual 
output is  so rth  over (100,000,000* but th a t i t  form s the back­
bone o f r.co ttieb  in d u s trie s . En g in eerin g , sh ip lu iild in g , te x t ile s , 
tran sp o rta tio n  and a g ric u ltu re  a l l  combined employ about the 
same number o f workers ms the co a l mines do. Yet, i t  is  sa fe  
to  assume th a t none of these In d u s trie s , ou tside o f a g r ic u ltu re , 
would be o f any im portance today had i t  not been fo r  the 
e x p lo ita tio n  e£ the co a l d ep o sits .
O il S h a le , *he shale oil industry of Scotland has little 
importance today since it supplies scarcely more than one- 
twentieth of the v&m material used in British refineries. Yet,
it presents mm m  interesting situations TshUh mi^it well be 
looked into.
*Ihe industry was f minded by Jteaea Young in eaetam Scotland 
whop® it has rmintalned itself ever since. Operations were 
begun sometlns during the 1340fs. Of the 117 refineries that 
have been established since that tine, only six are now in 
operation (1958). The present output is lees than two-fifths 
of the 1913 peak. ’.hat has reused this great decline?
Boon after the industry started, patrols in fields were 
opened in several American localities, and the mining or 
quarrying of oil shale is mndkx nore expensive than the pulping 
of crude oil fra wells. Another important iter- Is tho fact 
that the shales first used yielded forty g* H o n e  of oil per ton; 
new this yield has been reduced to lose than twenty gallons. 
However, technolo leal advancements in the method of treating 
the shales have rsade it possible for the industry to survive.
Ifce British government has done its bit to help, too, by allowing 
the shale oil products to be sold tax free.
Finally the lowering of potroleu i prices in the autttm of 
1991, caused the elimination of the lens efficient ~rt»3e oil 
works. It then seened that the whole enterprise was coning to 
an end, but a 6 cents per gallon Increase in the price of oil 
caused the works to take on new life. Sinew Hi is upturn in 
prices in 193£, the Industry has enjoyed a ten per cent increase 
in business.
At th© peak of production in 1015, the mining and quarrying 
operations produced over 3,000,000 tons of oil shale vhich was 
tho equivalent of 60,000,000 gallons of petroleumi plus nn a:.r~o- 
tnlvsi sulphate by-product. For the year 1937, this total had 
been lowered to 1,400,000 ton? of shale wtildi yielded £1,500,000 
gallons of oil.
In 1915, about 5,000 people found employment In the s h a ls  
nines and quarries with a  like ntxsber working in the other 
phases of the Indus try. During 1931 the nir ber employed in the 
whole industry was only 6,000, and by 1957 tails figure had - eon 
cut to 4,400*
His shale seaias ittldi are now actlvsly wsrlced lie below ths 
level of th© coal measures* %elr thickness vary from two and 
one-hslf to sixteen feet, and individual sesis ay broaden or 
pinch out within a short distance* the deepest shale line ever 
worked in Scotland was 1,200 feet deep; however, the lost in- 
psrtant operations at the present ttpe are about 300 feet fresi 
tho surface, ^he center of the industry is eleven miles west 
of dinburgh.
Oil shale rose ibloo hard, dark wood or leader, and can be 
cut into wood-llke shavings with a sharp knife, ^he weather 
does not seer:: to have much effect an It as It lies In storage 
piles. 4iin slabs show a tendency to be flexible with none of 
the characteristic brittleness of soft coal.
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BQao torn ’oil shale1 suggests a s :ale im­
pregnated with oil, bat tails Is not th® true 
character of the raw notarial. th# shales are es­
sentially finely-laminated lagoonal mode containing 
eomlnuted and carbonised plant debris, together with 
microspores •. .and a variable airount of sharacterlstic 
jellm bodies ffoich ha e been identified as algae;
♦ . * •‘Osere is then no question of liquldfylng the oil 
fro®, the shnle; ths oil Is obtained by a process of 
destructive distillation*.. .2Q
Of the petroleum products thus obtained, fifty per cent
is diesel fuel, twenty-five per cent is gasoline, and Hie re-
Wainder is divided among lubricating oils, parafln and coke. 
Iliese products compare favorably with those obtained from 
natural crude oil* this Is to be expected since the shale oil 
has a parafin base* Ths lubricating oils are notable for their 
high quality and are la demand for use In the British industries* 
On the surface of the thing It may seem a good thing to 
protect the oil shale Industry by granting subsidies and placing 
hl^i Import duties cm Imported petroleum and its products, but 
this protection must be paid by the consumer* It Is es t1 a ted 
that the British had to pay (18,500,000 extra for their fuel 
and lubricants in 1957 alone* Since most of this Is eons tried 
by motor vehicles we can ssfsly assume that the operation of
each one costs 119.00 a year nore than it ordinarily would if
30It were not for these taxes*
t . -------T CM...........
’'•The 011-Shale Industry, "nftlneerlnfi* CXLVI, 1958,
p* 46*
29
l£ i& *
5%ustav gloff, "Motor Fuels over the Tor Id,® Illinois 
State Acaaerr of Science Transactions, Chsmlstry— 19&& testing»
pp. IIS'*
t
Agriculture
When compared with the other enterprises of the idland
Valley, agriculture occupies a rather insignificant position.
The truth of tills statement is borne out when one realizes that
only 3*2 per cent of the total employed are agricultural 
S Iworkers# But, since 75 per cent of the country’s population 
live here, the actual number of farmers is not so small after 
all, being about 36,000 as compared with 26,000 for South 
Scotland and 49,000 for the Highlands*
Since this region has the greater part of Scotland’s low­
lands, it can safely be asstnied that agriculture in the for of
32cultivated crops appeared here first. ~ 111 us the Valley became 
the richest agricultural section of Scotland, and during the 
middle ages, when the Scottish nation was evolving, a country’s 
strength was based upon the number of people It could feed* It 
was no accident that this region became the heart of the nation. 
Now that Scotland is industrialized, the Valley’s agriculture 
exists not as the main source of prosperity, but as the com­
missary to tables of the workers.
Even though the purpose of agriculture has been changed, 
there remains something of the old tendency of localization. As 
for the last 1000 years arable farming still is dominant in the 
east while pastoral farming predominates in the west. The east
—----^'5------ -- -Department of Agriculture for Scotland, Agricultural 
Statistics, His Majesty’s Stationery Office, Edinburgh, 10S6,
p p r w
s^John !4cFarlane, Economic Geo&raphy» Sir Isaac Pitman & 
Sons, pp. 43-48.
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being dryer and bettor suited to th© growing of grains, has now,
as always, presented a contrast to the west where the noist
climate helps restrict the land to grass. Hie imps showing
the distribution of cattle and sheep give evidence of tills*
The western county of Ayrshire has the densest distribution*
She two dominant broods of Scottish sheep have already been
discussed In the pages on South Scotland, laming to cattle
we find that in tine east where cattle are fattened for market,
sany breods are comnon, tut further west the Ayrshire cow is
found in greatest ntr bers. this well-known dairy antoal thrives
on pom* pasture and inferior feed, and its profitableness Is
attested by tho fact that 9$ per cent of the registered milk
35cows in Scotland are Ayrshiros.
Since this part of Scotland has long been a comer elal 
region, it is not surprising that heavy draft horses have held . 
an important place among the animal population* !Ehe chief 
breed is the Clydesdale which has been associated with the 
county around Lanark since the early part of the 18th century. 
This strong heavy horse is still primarily found in the Valley, 
but ambers of this anfcnal are to be found all over Great 
Britain and the limited States. Xt is a useful horse both for 
farming operations and transportation# In the industrial areas
^linlstry of Agriculture and Fisheries, British Breeds of
Live rtocls. Me Itausa ty*s rtatlonory Office, LoHioa, i^3'o,
p. Si.
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GRAZING LAND 
IN
THE MIDLAND VALLEY 
1936
represents 100,000 acres
-69- Fig. 21
Highlands
© '
Southern Uplands
Note: The darkened portions represent the areas 
devoted to grazing.
Source: Department of Agriculture for Scotland, 
Agricultural S tatistics , 1956, Vol. XXV, 
His Majesty's Stationery Office, 
Edinburgh, 1938, pp. 40-67.
considerable numbers are still used in place of motor trucks•
Tiiesa large po orful horses with their long-haired legs (spats) 
do not look out of place in the t d b m  of modern transportation* 
ihirty-five per cent of the laud is u**ed for grassing, and 
only about 17 per cent is cultivated, leaving almost half of 
the surface unused for agriculture* The chief crop is oats 
vhlch occupies nearly three-fifths of the 700 square ^ilos 
under cultivation* ^he yield is 30 per cent of Scotland »s 
total* 3o other crop assumes a position of Importance; however,
barley and turnips are grown m  & per cent and 4 per cent erf*
SBthe aruble land*
‘itae agricultural subregions of the Midland alley are
■[ I(1) the Yost Central Region, and (a) tho ‘ ast Central legion* 
Following the procedure used in the discussion of 5 oath r cot land, 
the subsequent pages are a closer examination at thee# subregions*
fhm West Centra. 1 Region* This region can be said to be nade up 
of the AyrshlM Plain and the valleys of fly€b and ForHi 
rivers* The tforthem Heists of the inlands at nd out as 
inlands with an agriculture resembling that of the Son* hern 
Uplands ftille the M M l  Helots are so closely competed to 
th# Hnlands tfoat they are rcncrally incited within that 
rerrlonf» a^rleoltare*
of Agriculture for ^  cot land, on* ctt*, PP* 40-44
®^ t,* Dudley ftarsp and Stanley H* Beaver, *be British Isles, 
I,ongnans, Green and Co,, London, 1937, p* 210*
■'5"*p*rta*nt
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF CATTLE 
IN
THE MIDLAND VALLEY 
1 9 3 6
o represents 2,000 cov/s
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She land is by no means level althou£fr the average* 
elevation is not more than 250 feet* Tho boundaries, as 
illustrated in Figure 24, cannot be said to follow any par­
ticular contour although 500 feat elevation noro or less limit* 
the region in the north and south. A bigger factor and more 
potent factor is the climate. Hot only does the region receive 
up to 60 inches of rainfall and nore a year, but tho great 
a -ount of cloudiness which prevails multiplies the effects of 
the rains. ISie sunders are generally cooler and wetter her© 
than an the east coast. 'Jhe western coastal lands resemble - 
to a marked degree the water*soaked shores of Ireland*
As mentioned previously, the physiographic subdivisions of 
this region are (1) the Ayrshire Plain, (2) tho Clyde Valley, 
and (3) the Forth and Teith Valleys. This classification can 
likewise be applied to the agriculture.
To the north is the triangular-shaped basin formed by the 
valleys of the Forth and Teith. Parts of the area are still 
covered with peat bogs and no recent attempts have been made 
to clear the land* In the central part less than half of the 
land is cultivated, and the wmt& occupation is the raising of 
sheep and cattle, especially the latter. ore than 25 per cent 
of the cows are kept for their milk production, a ready market 
being available in the cities of the Clyde 'Valley. Dividing 
this area fron the Clyde are the Campsie Fells (hills) which 
are mainly given over to tho raising of sheep.
0 0 0 0
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OP SHEEP 
IN
THE MIDLAND VALLEY 
1 9 5 6
o represents 10,000 sheep
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Uh* Clyde "alloy or Clydesdale as It Is somtlios known, 
foris th© Industrial heart of Scotland, and frosa Glasgow to tho 
sea there is little loft in the way of agriculture# Kowsvor, a 
:©w alios south of this groat Industrial city, tho country b©~ 
co es as rural as any of the no-:' t secluded spots in Britain.
Oats here are an important crop, but the closonoss to th© 
industrial ar as influences the formers to leave their land in 
grass and sell milk ins toad of grains*
Ayrshire Is a chevron-shaped lowland with its tack to th© 
uplands and its fac© to th© s©a* fho©p and cattle arc both 
very numerous (°©e Figure 24); th© cattle are k©pt mainly for 
thoir slDt products and the sho©p for their r utton* It is now 
Scotlandfs chief dairy land with th© northern portion selling 
t&© i^ hole milk and the farms nor© distant from mrkets pro* 
cueing 'butter and choes© by neons of cooperative enterprises.
Thor© is .mch of th© old Scotland loft in Ayrshire *s 
plain. To tho tourist from th© city, it soo:ts distinctly 
N N l  and quiet* fh© vll^agss ar© usually small and contain 
th© hoios of tho agricultural v crlters* Ih© fayns th©nselv©s 
pr©s©nt a protty picture witti their thatehed-r oof od houses and 
numerous herds of cattle feeding on the Insurant growth of grass.
Th© ?ast Cwntral Beglon. Hi Is region Is t* ' -
the s idland Valley. w^arned in Hr roontains on th© north and
south and by hills on the west, the land naturally foeos th©
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sea. But th# land moats th# sea in an entirely different 
attitude from that of th© northeast coast} here there are -sany 
sandy beaches and few of the tall, rock cliffs. The sea over* 
looks proapei'ous farm lands and seems better contented.
In general the boundary is the 500 foot contour, and nuch 
of the area is below £50. The two firths, Tay and Forth, divide 
the region into three parts. They are (1) the Angus country 
which Includes part of the Strathmore and the Care# of Oowrie,
(2) the seaward fringe of the county of Fife and (3) the northern 
strip of the Lothian counties.
The Angus country begins at the Highlands and terminates in 
the shallow waters of the Firth of Tay. Immediately to the south 
of the mountains lies the northeastern extension of the 
Strathmore. This long narrow valley was perhaps once the 
flood plain of a great river that drained to an ocean beyond 
the northern boundary of th# present Horth Sea. This river, 
now long since lost in the shadowy geologic pass, did make the 
Strath iore a fairly rich agricultural area.
For 26 miles the southern boundary of this valley is fomed 
by the old, volcanic Sidlwws. Their highest elevations, only 
about 1000 feet, are usually covered with forest. Thm northern 
sides rise sharply from the plain, but their southern slopes 
are long, rounded inclines.
The Sid laws terminate in the Oarae of Oowrie, the garden 
spot of Scotland. The Carse is an ancient terrace of heavy
-76- Fig. 2
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marine clays brought down from the Highlands and deposited upon 
the floor of the Firth where its surface was 50 feet lower than 
it is no?;, The soil is rich, deep and free from stones and much 
of the surface is as flat as the Midwest prairies, and most of 
it is about 50 feet above the sea. Dundee, the largest city in 
the Angus country is situated at the east end of the Carse. 
Although surrounded by Scotland*s richest farm lands, Dundee 
did not develop on account of them. It has become the countryfs 
third largest city (176,000) for other reasons, commercial in 
nature.
The iftiole county of Fife is poor and rough, but good markets 
have influenced the inhabitants to make the best of the sit­
uation. Alcmg the north where Fife borders the Firth of Tay 
the surface is especially rougji. Great numbers of disconnected 
hills rise above the general elevation; these are the outpost 
of the Gchil Hills which lie further to the west. This area 
has little good farm land but a lot that is mediocre. Directly 
south is a round-shaped valley known as the Eowe of Fife, a 
flat fertile tract except where a number of gravelly hills 
interrupt farming. The southwestern part of Fife is mostly a 
plateau well cut by glacial hollows* ‘Kaese are clogged with 
bolder clay and gravels; many of them are still undrained, and 
lochs and peat bogs are very numerous.
The Lothian plain lies between the Southern Uplands and 
the Firth of Forth* It is the chief entrance to the eastern
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side of the Midland valley, and the city of Edinburgh has long 
been Important because it commanded this valley*
In the Test-Central Hegion we found that in agriculture 
the pastoral pursuits were uppermost partly because of the great 
amount of rainfall* Coming back to the east coast t§here most 
of the area receives 36 indies annual rainfall, we find the 
emphasis upon grain farming* Here we find the different grains 
being grown to be used as fattening food for beef cattle* The 
markets are practically the sane as for the west, but it seems 
that the climate helps to dictate what will be marketed*
The eastern fogs that cover the land is the spring serve 
to hold back the growing season, but late earner Is bri^it and 
cloudless* The auturms are seldom wet enough to Interfere with 
the harvests*
A glance at the graslng map will show hoe little of the 
land is not in cultivation* Oats, potatoes, wheat, barley and 
turnips are the main crops* Each of the three physical regions 
present enough of a different picture to warrant a brief review 
of the agriculture of each*
Beginning with the Angus country, we find a fairly uniform 
type of mixed farming in which oats and rotational grass have 
the largest acreage, followed by barley and turnips* Fine 
herds of Angus cattle are bred here and fattened along with 
Irish and other roucattle for the English market* The richest 
farms are found, however, in the Carse of Gowrie, ishere not only
are the hl^iest quality of grains and livestock produced, but 
it is the principal orchard region of Scotland. Pears and 
apples are the chief fruits*
Yihere industry and mining have not crowded out the farms, 
the ^othians possess some beautiful rural countryside* Fine 
fields of all the Scottish crops are to be seen, although
r
potatoes seem to stand out* Except near the Edinburgh in­
dustrial area, cattle are not kept for dairy purposes. '^ le
Jcultivated fields reach up to the 500 foot contour in the
south*
p ' \ '
The farms are usually large, holdings of 300 acres or more
/being the prevailing size* Usually the large estates employ a 
number of families who may live on the land for generations* 
Tenant and landlord both seem to have the best Interests of the 
farm at heart, each realizing the worth of the other to his 
f j .  , own common good*
The old towns which were once agricultural centers have 
in many cases grown into great Industrial areas* These cities 
no longer exist to serve the rural population, rather the 
farms exist because their products can find ready markets among 
the industrial workers*
Industries
Iron and gteel Production, Attempts were inade to make iron in 
Scotland in the 17th century, and In the 18th several companies
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owing to the increasing shortage of wood for fuel, set up 
furnaces in the thickly-timbered localities in the Highlands 
for the production of pig iron* The ore was imported from 
England. The beginning of this industry by Scotchmen was made 
independently in 1759 when a large-scale company with a 
capital of $500,000 was located at the head of the ^irth of
**57Forth to exploit the ore deposits by using the nearby coal.
Geographically the location was ideal; self-fluxing ores 
and fuel were obtainable from the mines which were near to 
water transportation* The works soon became the biggest pro­
ducer of Europe, and by 1806 Scotland had a total of 29 furnaces 
whose output was in excess of 20,000 t o n s . I n  1828 the in­
vention of the hot-blast by James Neils on, a Scotchman, helped 
revolutionize the iron industry. The consumption of fuel was 
cut by two-thirds and between 1828 and 1838 the output in­
creased 500 per cent* By the early 30*s the metal trades had 
become Scotland*s dominant industry, a position v/hich it still 
holds today.
Tfcie peak of production came about 1870 when Scotlandfs
150 furnaces were turning out more than 1,000,000 tons annually
39which was one-fourth of the entire British output- The
371 . f# Grant, The Economic History of Scotland* Longmans, 
Green and Co., London, ’1934", p* 250
s8Ibld.
*>L. Dudley Stamp and Stanley H. Beaver, The British Isles. 
Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1937, p. 355.
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decline eane quickly for soon after 1880 the production of 
high-grade or© began to fall off and the supply of "Splint” 
coal Tshicli m s  used without coking was found to be nearing ex­
haustion, Undaunted by these handicaps the Scottish 'tsanu- 
facturers began importing richer ares from foreign countries 
and eefet bacasia Ilia smelting fuel* 3hes# change served to cut 
tfe# profits Mcfc had helped Scotland to hold auch a high place 
anong International producers • Each success lire depression has 
left the iron and steel industry in a poorer coripetltlve con­
dition. The Scottish *orks are capable of turning out one-
JCOI
41
fifth of the B r U I ^  production40 althou^i they account for
only about 10 per cent of the total annual output*
During 1936 the Scottish mines produced only about one-
42thirtieth of the total ore used. Of that imported, "weden
furnished 28 per cent, closely followed by Algeria and Spain
43with 23 and 20 per cent respectively.
The number of workers varies greatly from tiae to time* m  
1927 it was something more than 94,000 tshich was 17 per cent44
*%• 0. Blanchard, *3he Iron and fteel Industry of Europe,* 
^he Journal of Geography, OTIIf October, 1928, p* 261*
^%tamp and Heaver, og* cit., p* 364,
. 42U inis try of Labour, Twenty-Second Abstract of Labour 
Statistics of the United Kin^daa*' ffis ‘la jostv V  iStoTlanery
T m c e T T I s M F ^ ^ T S C T T  ppTW.121.
4sStanp and leaver, «©p* tribfev, p* 350*
44Cos:iaittee on Industry and Trade, ^urvev of r?etal In­
dustries. Part X?, His Majesty’s Statloncry WfTco, on
1028, p* 118*
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of the total British employment* So great is the demand for 
iron and steel in the shipbuilding and engineering industries 
that Scottish production cannot supply it* Although statistics 
are not readily available for the Importation of petals, it is 
known that great quantities of steel and pig iron do cone from 
the l^ ngllsh centers*
45Shipbuilding* ^be requirements for shipbuilding are two folds
(1) A navigable waterway, as near to the sea as possible,
in which the vessels can be launched.
(2) As easily available supply of the appropriate 
building materials.
fhas# Ilave bam the governing factors in British ship con­
struction sinoe the defeat of the Spanish Armada*
?&en ships were made almost entirely from wood, several 
cities in Scotland were famous for their rank as shipbuilders* 
Chief among them ware Dundee, Aberdeen and Inverness, coastal 
cities which were close to both domestic and 5*candanavlan
V'--'
forests* ^he first Iron ship was built in 1012 by a Scotchman, 
and the first one to make an Atlantic crossing, the "Sirius,* 
was also fcotch built* She success of a Scottish steam tug is 
ro uted to have led Fulton to construct his famous * ClermontT 
(1807).
In 1S14 a steamship built on the Clyde ^as delivered in 
London, and thus began a great Industry for Central Scotland*
3y the seventies Iron was swiftly supplanting wood as the dom­
inant material, however, steel was soon to do away with iron
and leaver, op. clt», p* 382.
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because of Its greater tonsil® strength* ^his change was ft 
very advantageous one for Scotland because available supplies 
of timber ware graving ansfclXer* For the new era of ships 
Scotland was most happily blessedj ore and fuel were produced 
frora the same fields isfolch, to nafce ratters better, war© bor­
dered by suitable outlets to the sea*
TJhder these new conditions the industry began to grow with 
great rapidity along the bank© of the losrer Clyde* Below 
Glasgow there a m  nore than 50 shipbuilding yards which extend 
along the rlwer for HO miles* The specialisation of flrta*
in fast transatlantic ships goes back to the 1840*s *en the 
first ~unarders were built. Famous modern day ships of this 
same line ! uilt on the Clyde Include the ’•Aquitania," ” ueen 
llary* and the *C ueen Elisabeth*15 As larger and larger ships 
are t uilt, there arose the necessity of deepening the Clyde 
VxlvmPm At places this strean nore nearly resembles a ship 
canal than it does a river* Today the Clyde is the greatest 
shipbuilding region in the world, northeast England had long 
been a close competitor but since the depression the ncotchrum 
have stood without a rival* During 1956, 40 per cent of the 
ship tonnage built in Or eat Britain was of Scottish nanufacture*
Hecently this figure has probably increased to more than half
46of the total*
46Ibid.. p. 389
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Id 1921 about 124,000*^ Scotclr-en clal: ed shipbuilding as
their trade; by 1921 this number had declined one-fourth, and
£0 per cent of the remainder were oat of work. flow can this
great decline le accounted for? L* Dudley rtar.p offers four
49reasons for the shipbuilding depression:
(1) l&o overproduction during the boon period i&lcfe 
followed the first world war.
(2) Tbo general world depression tshlch rsdwsvd the 
demand for shipping of every kind*
(3) She r-ashlnoton Agreement tinder rthl&i the building 
of warships was severely curtailed.
(4) She raising of the lawful capacities of ships by
the Board of Trade (each ship already built was 
allowed to Increase its loads to a considerable 
degree).
At the meeting of the International Snglneering Congress 
at 01as£O» (1958) a Scotch capitalist grtw© his views upon the 
present situation of shipbuilding* his speech was reviewed in 
part thus:
"British shipbuilding m s # pestmps, strong 
enough and wide enough in scope to satisfy the 
needs of the Bnplre, but It was not sufficiently 
strong or wide for the needs of a country h^icsh 
nust live on the earnings of export trade.**, 
national assistance most make up the money demanded 
by the community from industries precluded by cir­
cumstances from easing It* The claim of ship­
building to national recognition was beyond doubt*
It regained to demonstrate the urgency of their
^Ministry of Labour, Twentieth Abstract of Labour Sta­
tistics of m e United Kingdom, HimItajesty^s " sTatlonery Wfloo,
WsTT"*p. 8.
*^Itld., Twenty-second libs tract. 1957 f p. 9.
4%tamp and Beaver, ©£. clt*« p* 592.
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problens, to awaken public opinion to the peril of
attempting to run an Kmplr© on a dwindling mer­
cantile marine.
*£he anount of shipbuilding for 1957 was hitter than for 
any year since 1930, bat the rise in prices of raw materials 
caused by war preparation dealt the industry a considerable 
setback the next year* -any old ships were reconditioned and
■Msold to foreign countries, especially Japan.
Lately the British Goverment has taken steps to help the 
industry. Early in 1939 provisions were taad# to loan 
£50,000,000 to ship owners for the construction of tranp ships 
and cargo liner®. The plan provided that old ships would be 
bought and destroyed or kept out of service. tThis financial 
aid breast i^ nmediate action? within a trsonth orders totalling
850,000 tons (gross) were placed with the shipyards, ostly on 
the Clyd*.83
?h® following table points to sone of the Interesting 
trends of the world *s shipbuilding.
5^The international Engineering Confess at Glasgow,” 
Engineering;* €X£»VI, July 8, 1923, pp* 32-33.
51«^# engineering Outlook,* Snrlneerlnfu CXLV, April 8, 
1936, pp. 391—392*
52wState Aid for Shipping,® ‘S’he iXnnlneer, CT*?:VXX, arch
31, 1939, p. 393.
^"Kew Shipbuilding Orderstn The rm^ineer* Ct*xvil, ’...lay a , 
1939, p* 549*
' • \ • 
World fe Shipbuilding (Excluding Tarshlps)8* 
{Thousands of Tons) [
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Country 1913 1920 1929 1936
TTrsitod Kingdom 1,932 2,056 2,523 856
Gemany 465 249 380
France 176 93 $1 39
Holland 104 183 13C 94
Italy 40 133 71 11
TT.S.A. 276 2,576 126 101
Japan 64 457 1^4 295
Other Countries 265 363 333 452
Total 3,332 5,361 2,793 2,118
Por cent by U.K. 50 35 54 40
Before the first world war Great Britain stood saprone in 
shipbuilding with Oer-jaujy as a pom* second* In the second 
column we find tilted ftates nosing Britain oat far the first 
place; the effect of war-tlne construction had not yet passed in 
Arerica. Just before the crash of 1929 the tftiitod Kingdom 
seened to have regained her old place by turning oat 64 per cent 
of the world's tonnage of new ships.
Then ca ie the dark years of the depression and money was 
not to be had for riany new ships* countries with fierce national­
ism Hire Italy and Gor any began to export new vessels to other 
countries, receiving needed raw materials in lieu of ssoney* 
Transactions of this type were beyond the corporations of 
Britain, and their groat yards stood empty and deserted . As has 
been stated, a semblance of recovery finally cane, but now that
®*Stanp and Leaver, o$>. cit., p. 393.
another i^ orld M i  is in progress, the ultlmto future of the 
shipbuilders is none too bright*
Engineering Sadqetrloa. Centering about Olasgos is one of Great
Britain fs more important engineering areas* t*. Dudley £*tamp
65attributes this emphasis to the following three factors?
(1) sere are excellent facilities for the pro­
duction of iron and steel frots local and 
imported materials*
(2) For a period in the fthirties and ^forties of 
last century, central Scotland was the most 
important lron~proaucing region in Britain, 
and consequently was a centre of attract ion
for many engineering industries.
(5) The shipbuilding industry naturally gave rise 
to a marine engineering industry, and the 
skill acquired in this branch could easily 
be applied to other branches of engineering.
First in Importance is the groat marine-engineering in* 
dostry of the Clyde «hicfe gives employment to 20,000 people*
Also of first rank importance is the loco :ot ive-building of 
Olasgos with the natural acoompanynent of boiler making and the 
production of stationery steam engines and props* These trades 
must necessarily be good customers for machine tools and Glasgow 
has become one of Great Britain*s leading r anufacturers of 
specialized tools and the machines used for making other machines.
The same city*s coal-cutting machinery is well known and can be 
found throughout the coal districts of both England and Scotland. 
Scotch constructional engineers are famous for their bridges!
tamp and Beaver, op. clt», p. 406.
j
I
notable aeconpll8h~ent In this field are the bridges of the 
Forth and Tay.
Statistics frora the 1381 census reveal that 128,000 worker*
■ Vwere employed in the engineering industries, a decrease of 27 
per cent since 1 9 2 1 . Partly offsetting the effects of the 
depression are the great strides that have been made by the 
electrical engineering industry, much of this increase being 
doe to the increasing use of machinery and apparatus and to the 
popularization of the radio.
Textiles
Cotton* So great is the production of cotton goods in the 
Lancashire region that little thou$st is ever given to the mills 
of Glasgow, in the early period of the Industry*s development, 
there seeded to be nothing that would prevent Scotland's cities 
froa keeping apace with the nglish centers*
She midland Valley ©as well suited to cotton manufacturing* 
there were abundant sources of soft water, a humid climate 
favorable to tee spinning operation and an adequate supply of 
labor already skilled in the manufacture of fine cloth. Added 
emphasis was given when the American Revolution ruined Glasgow*s 
extensive trrde with the Coloniesf the Scotch merchants left 
s?lth nothing to do with their capital and organisations soon 
turned to the product 1 cm of cotton cloth, 'ihe new industry was
..... — —« ■■■»— —>■ ....mum mm f.i.— i50 • !
Joseph Whitaker, An Almanack (?hltakerfs). William 
Clones and Sons, X»ondon,"T9£9, p* §56*
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hardly well started when a series of spinning and weaving In* 
vent ions together with the rise of steam power for factories 
brought about the Industrial Revolution*
Because the cotton cargoes were unloaded at Glasgow, this 
city soon took the lead in the industry* By 1831 there were
j
15.000 power looas in the Glasgow area although as sassy as
50.000 hand looms were still to be found scattered about the 
lid land Valley* j
Before the Introduction of cotton, the Scottish weavers 
were air fady famous for their fine linen and silk fabrics, and 
as a natural consequence the cotton produced was of outstanding 
quality* In 1840 half of the looms were employed in producing 
the fanous Paisley shawls* ‘The fine products of Glasgow were 
sold mainly on the continent ititle the factories of Lancashire
57were prospering on coarse cotton cloths for the Indian market •
Glasgow seeoed to have everything and more, than Lancashire. 
Thy then did the Clyde Lowland soon lagt Ihls is generally 
explained to bes the result of the swift development of "cotland fs 
iron and steel industry* Iron and steel soon came to dominate 
the whole industrial life of Glasgo© and there was little or no 
rooci left for cotton* Production of a specialised type of fine 
fabrics can rarely hold its place with cloth made for the 
masses % as ttasi passed women wore fewer and fewer expensive
57  .. uU  Dudley Stamp ana Stanley H* Beaver, The British Isles,
Longnans, Green and Co., London, 1037 , p* 4 0 9 .
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shawls while n«?e and nore of India *s alllions wrapped them-
58selves in HanChester cloth*
®te earliest source of British raw cotton was the Hear Bast 
with Hnyraa and The Tievant probably furnishing the greater part* 
Before the end of the 17th century, the test Indies began to 
take the British trade? London was then the chief port* nearly 
100 year© later raw cotton began finding its way into the port 
of Glasgow* About this t!mm the cotton gin was invented with 
the subsequent development of the Anerican ^Cotton Belt- ffcieh 
ironed lately became the main source of British cotton.
Of the 1,500,000,000 pounds of cotton imported during 1955, 
approximately 50 per cent cane from the TSiited States, 20 per■ I
cent cane frees Egypt with Bid la, Brasil and Peru each contribute
• -- ; *'S ' I" " ' • ■
ing smaller amounts* A trifle more than 4 per cent of the total 
amount found its way into r cot land*
fhe cotton industry (? cottlsh) is now a aare skeleton of its 
former self* the spinning branch has practically disappeared* 
Sone high grade muslins and ginghams are still produced, but t&ie 
largest single venture now is the production of sewing thread 
shich employs about 10,(XX) people, mostly wonen* According 
to the 1921 census there were 25,000 workers engaged in the 
rnnufact ore of the various cotton coeds* at the present time 
the employment scarcely anounts to 20,000.
«*92«*
Sine© the decline during the last half of the 19th century,
Scotland *a cotton Industry hee sank to a position of relative
unimportance. During 1937 Great Britain bought C £40,000,000
59of ran cotton and exported finished cotton products valued 
at ?340,000,000.Scotland figured In only about 5 per cont 
of this trade. The greatest customer for British cloth Is the 
British TSnpire isfoich buys about half of the total exports.
India In 1913 bought 43 per cent of Britainfs cotton goods 
abroad, but by 1037 this had fallen to 20 per cent, competition 
with Japan and *lt& Itedla herself causing this disastrous 
decline. Great Britain had cheap labor ae compared to Anorlca,
but 1% wa» expensive beside tfeat of the Oriental countries.i
Yet India today is Great Britain** best single customer, buying 
7 per cent of the total export. Australia follows next with 
6 per cent. Outside the Bnplre, South Aiorlca proves to be the•I • ' . ’
largest buyer? om  ushlch Hhited ?tatw would like to win away.:
Linen Indastry. During the 18^ j century linen was the 
chief export of Scotland, and its rmnufacture was a widespread,I ' • .. /
donee tie occupation. After experiencing a period of docline, 
it received a considerable revival in the years it^ nodlately 
following the $hion with England (1707). tn 1727 the Cro©» 
set up a beard of trustees with m a n and poeer to pronote flax
eft jCustoms and Excise Department, Annual Statement of the 
Trade of the Onited ElnRdor, 1937, VolTTTT™''is ^ajo3tyTs 
^¥alTcmory tSWice,1 London , 19307™P* 95*
60Ibtd.. VOX. Ill, p. S5E.
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growing and the linen trade, ''tils commission functioned for 
nearly a century* Little groups of Irish, Dutch and French irere 
Inported to teach the Scotch hotter methods of production* As 
the industry be cane r.oro and ’acre Industrialized the works bacan 
to concentrate in certain areas* ;*ost of th* spinning operations 
wore done in the northern counties of Banff and Aberdeen tfoile 
the weaving establishnen t s tended to congregate in such towns as 
Perth, Glasgow, Dumbarton and dinburfgi.
Xn 1856 Scotland had 173 flu-spinning nills which employed
13,000 people* In a ver? short time this end of the industry 
was taken over by po©er driven rmehinery* Because f l u  fibers 
are not easily worked by machinery, the hand too :s wore fairly 
secure until after the turn of the 19th century.
Today the TJhited Kincd oi possesses about one-third of th# 
world’s f l u  spindles, arid B or them Ireland and S cot land account 
for about 99 per cent of the British production* Ireland has 
long been f ar ous for the fine quality of its linen thile 
Scotland, in the nain, produces the courser types. Since 
Northern Ireland and Scotland grow only a little flax, imt of 
it most be inported* Soviet Russia furnishes the largest 
anount wife Belgian in second place.
The linen industry depends primarily upon the export trade.
Only 20 per cent of the finished cloth is retained in the Tfoitod 
Kingdom.*** tbs chief market is In tlorth A erica with United
*\>tar*p and beaver, 0£. clt., p* 512.
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ftates boring 40 per cent followed by Canada ♦© purchase of 9#
Hi© total worth of all linen exports la 1957 es £37,500,000
goof ftildb 26 pet* cent was produced in Scotland*
The diief linen count let of Pcotland include Angcs, Perth
and Fife, and the better fcnosm cities arc "irkcaldy, Dunferallne,
Pundee and Forfar, notice that these centers are along the
east coant. Dunfermline, long far mss for its fine dimasS* Is
ttie center of the industry, ^ e  workers ntri'er about 17,000
alt&ou^i the employment fluctuates rapidly with changing
65economic conditions.
Jute Incite try, ©j# production of lute fabric or burlap 
is the one textile industry in ?&ieh Scotland leads Great 
Britain. It all began as ft result of the Crimean trnr (1854*56J 
vrhen England an£ Hues la were enenies and the linen ^oavers of 
Dundee could not continue the importation of I ussiftn flax. The 
11: en rjinufacturors turned to jute fiber, a substitute v h l c h  
could easily be obtained from India. Dundee soon began supplying 
ctieap well-made sacks and wrapping material to most of the 
British nor chants.
jh| ' \ ^Customs and Excise Department* Annual Btateaent of the 
Trade of the Tfnlted Kingdom 1957, Vol. Tii, JVis ^cnt^b 
f'lfea'tlonery bfH ce7" ■ *on3SS7 19&§, pp. 294-297.
G3Ftnal He port on the •'Third Census of Productlcai of the 
T?nited fl&rclors*Ifi'e fekHTe’ trades # Wis TBTJesty* s Stationery 
Office', r.ogToh, 1924.
^aeorre 0. Chlaholrs. Handbook of Ccrr^rclal OooRrasby. 
XMngnaiw, » m r  and Co., W o nT ^ ST F T T W -----
Maagr the raw naterials imported by Great Britain such 
as cotton and coffee wore beat nanaged Y&en they were enclosed 
in this cheap fiber* TJhited ftates and r^ outfo America soon be- 
cam the best customers*
Pop a tin© Dundee was the only city with jute factories, 
but the industry soon spread to other centers especially those 
cities whi«te were already engaged In linen n&nufacture. By 
1925 Dundee had toe back 80 per cent of the British output, but 
a new “leanee to the clty*s property was the establishment of 
factories on the continent and in India Itself* British 
capitalists attracted by India’s cheap labor have now nade that 
country the chief source of burlap fabric, Dundee now control* 
but slightly ore than 10 per cent of the world Industry*
She average inport of raw fiber amounts to about (25,030,000 
and the total exports co ie to something near f15,000, 000. As 
late as 1029, Great Britain exported by value tore Juto than 
was Imported, or in other words for tmking burlap bags for the 
other countries the Britishers received more than enou^i to pay 
for their om* ^lth India m m  strongly entrenched in the 
weaving of their a m  raw naterlal, Dundee has hardly a chance 
to continue with any degree of prosperity.
During 1929 there were 39,000 workers enployod in the 
British jute industry, most of then (80£) working in Dundee.65
Butler, ghe ghlted Kingdom, tJ. 5* Department of 
Ceranerce, Bureau of Forei^ 'aiidi 'iwieK'ie Connsrce, 1950, p. 25*7.
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Although no late statistic# are available, it is fairly cortain 
that nu :ber lias declined considerably. Pertiaps no aare than
20,000 are non employed*
Print Ini? and Publishing. Scotland has leng Veen fSstaews for the 
fine products of the printing and publishing industries* ta 
1675 s paper nlll was erected in the vicinity of ?3dinborj£i *&1 dti 
incorporated the skill of several French fcttntgrants* Other 
establishments soon tmde their appearance, and the eitles of the 
Lothian Plain gained a lead shlch has ne^er been seriously 
challenged by ftny other part of Scotland* A large proportion of 
the books issued by the London publishers really eon© from the 
factories of Scotland* In 1021 the total nunber employed was 
nearly 27,000, bat by 1931 this figure had declined to not more 
than 18,000. Like many of the Scottish industries, printing and
publishing have suffered from the growing tendency to centralise
66the British industries in or near London*
Other Industries. Other ccnriercial undertakings sfelch Reserve 
mentioning include the risking of preserves and confections at 
Isndee. *The orchards of the Carse of Oor;rie were largely 
responsible for the location of this Industry. However, r, ost 
of the rsm materials are Imported at t&e present tine.
6GCh£ Encyclopaedia Brit arnica, Fourteenth Kdltlon* Vol. 20,
T£e T5neyeTopa'ecla Britannlca- Slnpany, London, 1909, p. 154.
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rirkcaldy, located across the Firth fro* rd inburg*:, has 
b e m  producing oilcloth and linoleum for about 50 years*
Olaseor In addition to its many industries, turns out considerable 
a notints of r.ine eatplosivaa which «re used locally in the various 
mining operations.67
^ 6  Highlands
Physical Features
Thm highlands are famed from great masses of ancient 
crystaline and raetanor:jfela rooks tiiich have exp ;rieneed ^och 
folding and faulting during the various geologic ages* She 
movements of the earth tahlch are probably responsible for the 
present structure of the Highlands occurred daring the Silurlo- 
Devonian era* Hit la the sediments #iic$i were destined to becone 
the Southern Uplands were being laid dorm, the Highlands car# 
carped into shape free: rooks already vary old*
As the rest of shat nos is Great Britain pas rising and 
sinking with the v&ins of the successive ages, the Highlands 
alone stood their ground. 4s a consequence, here is represented 
one of the oldest erosional remnants on the earth. Hater, wind 
and ice haws eac& taken thair toll; yet, avaa today tha Bi#x- 
lands retrain f orb lading and unproductive* On the ah ole, they 
forn an Irregular plateau, rough and scarred on the ^est, lover

and smoother to the east. The gercral elevation is about 2600 
feet althou^i the high points nay reach 4,00 0  or more.
i t different tines In the geologic past, the great forces 
of the earth were not strcmg enough to fold the toogi old TJigh- 
Ir.nds, but tiey were able to produce an abundance of faults#
The famous long narrow lochs are the result of water filling 
the broken fault semes. One of these faults known as the Croat 
Glen divides the Highland Into two sections* Ihey are the 
Grampians and the rorth-' est
Let m first examine the Sramplans. She boundaries of this 
section are very real and visible* Th# southeast side is bounded 
by the groat fault which scpar tes the Highlands fro: the Midland 
Talley. As mentioned above, the Great 31en Fault is the north­
west boundary, srnd the tv o remaining sides are sea coasts. The 
Grampians may be subdivided into t parts. Beginning at the 
southwest ere the (1) Fiord Coasts Which terminate in the 
plateau fen own as the (2) legion of Great Lochs • ^iis in turn 
gives way to the (3) region of Corrie Lochs and (4) the oray 
waaA SMfcen Platform still fwther 'icrth. In the extreme north 
and oast are the (S) rectilinear Coasts. 'The Fiord Coasts ex-* 
tond from the Firth of Clyde to the Firth of Lome; In some 
Instances these lone narrow bays run inland for fifty miles 
trlth an average width of lees than 5 miles, the- rockiness of 
the shore line coupled with the damp, dreary weather tond to 
give the region an Inhospitable atmosphere, rest of the surface
*
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Source: Read, H. H., The Grampian Hountains. (British Regional 
Geology), His Lajesty’ s Stationery Office, Edinburgh, 
1955, pp. 1-5.
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is bo low 1000 feet, yet it Is not uncommon for 2000 foot 
prominences to exist within a mile of tho coast, "lie origin 
of the fiords are seething of question, but the usual ex­
planation is that they are submerged land valleys deepened by v
goice-erosion during tho Glacial epoo*
northeast of the Fiord Coasts we find the m m  long ice- 
eroded alleys, but here tSiey form the famous fresh water locha 
of r cot land. 't&ose bodies erf* water are rerjir!:able for their 
great depth-^mny are over 500 feat deep— v?hlle their width may 
not exceed erne or two miles* 3he Hie*'lands tomer hl#i a' ove 
the loch#? In several Instances they rise in elevations of 2000 
feet v/ithin a mile or tw* of the water*s edge* The hi^iest 
elovat ion in this region Is Sen Hovls (4,406) is&lcfc is, in­
cidentally, the biggest peak in Great Britain*
The region of Corrie uochs, unlike the one last described, 
is a relatively undisaocted plateau. The lakes found here are 
small and round as the name Corrie (cirque) Implies. Host of 
the surface is above 2,000 feet, and here is found the largest 
area In Great Britain above .5,000,
Th* oray and. radian Platform, Is a veil-eroded plateau *?ith 
an average elevation of 500 feet* tfce surface is much smoother 
than that of the hi^ilands and much of the land is devoted to 
farming* The Rectilinear Coasts of northeast Scotland present
S* Read. "She Oranplan l. mlaaada (Britiah regional 
Geology), "lie ;:ajeefyra Stalibinery Office, ' 3inburgh, 1935, p. 1*
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Illustration 5. A seen© along the western shores of* Scotland 
showing the action of the sea against the land. 'Ihe two 
Islands were once part of the mainland.
V)(From: J. Phemister, Scotland, The Northern Highlands, Plate
_____________ 8
Illustration 6. A settlement along the narrow shore of a 
H Inland loch.
(From: R. W. Weldon, Scottish Heritage, opposite page 106)
‘ I *
a sharp eonirast to tho Fiord oasts* Svarjnfihere the surface is 
belcre 250 feet and rjacfc fftfi land is in evidence*
Oft* Herthera Elgfelaate sale* op that region filldb lies west 
of tho Groat Glen, Including tho Hebrides Islands* tins Northern 
Highlands fall into three physiographic divisions: (1) the 
area east of the V'atershad, {£) the atershed, and (3) the 
'astern "lord ~oasts and the Hebridean Archipelago.*5^  The area 
east of the atsrahad can well be designated as Caithness and 
the ,or*y rirth tend.. of tho area 1* under 509 tout and
has considerable amounts of &r ble land* ’The latorsiicd is a 
% f narrow strfc) of vlld desolate country ranging from 1#500 to 
2#000 feet in elevation* The ancient rocks have provided 
little or no soil even after ages of weathering*
*1110 ifebridean Islands were once part of the Mainland,* tut
* i ■ '4the deep c! aim el h t w o n  the was formed «hon ancient earth
%
movencBtf? reused the land to sink* The fiords both mi the ain- 
land and on tho Islands are su-merged valleys «hicfc have bean 
deepened b*: glaciation*
The western shores of ~cotlai:d are pounded continually by 
the sea* The tall cliffs are ' eing slowly worn away and during 
the course of time the waves have carved out ffiftsy fantastic 
shapes from the rocks-*'towers, caves and tunnels taking shape 
under the piaw of the relentless sea*
James Bbemistar* Scotland, The or them H inlands* 
(British I eglcral Geology5, Sis aTe«ty^s 'StatiohepyUfFtee,
m i n b u x j $ i + „ IS&e » p. 1. J
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Climate m•
Hia range in cllisate is greater for the lands than for
any o£ the other region© of Scotland* These differences eon* as
■ • % k . ’the direct results of elevation and rainfall* It will be re­
called that similar variations were uentioaeu ;in the clloatie 
discussions of both the midland Valley and South Scotland,
i:V f\ \ \however, these eo&tiiUdSM are on so eiuch greater scale that wa
find two distinct climates for the Highlands sfcen the Koppon
I
formula Is used*
Around the edges of the region, we find the familiar Cfb 
climate, but the central part of the mountains are felgh enough 
and cold enoucfc to warrant the Cfc or the "Cold Unsaid*’ class* 
lfication.TC {See Figure 27} 1&* British sm$ (See Figure 6} 
puts siost of tbs Highlands in the ’ Cool SuB ^ rs-Cold Inters' 
division, hut a strip along the west coast co.,es within the 
Cool Sussiere*'ild Y. inters *n
Ttim esterlles continue to be the prevailing winds, r.nd 
their direction effects are felt everywhere except alor^ the 
northwest coast* Throughout this section between the I irth of 
1 or ay and Aberdeen, soutn and southeast winds are quite eosaoo» 
The 1 esterlles as t ey blow in fra* the sea are often quite 
violent, serving to drive groat waves against the rocky shores* 
In most sections the coastal cliffs are being slowly bat 
steadily tom away* The storsSMfts of this coast presents
nr% .vC<mpare with footnote 3 on page
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something of a cantrrtst to the generally calm shore on the 
east.
If the rainfall i ap Is studied a bit, it can be seen how 
oueh effect the elevation has upon tho amount of precipitation. 
Uien the rain-carrying Westerlies cane ap against the Midlands, 
they mast drop their moisture in order to pass above then. Con­
sequently a considerable part of the Highlands receives annually 
nore than 60 inches of rainfall while the lot? plateau beyond 
stands In the rain sh*dow« Sooe of this territory gets only 25 
Inches or less#
The west coast is one of t&e cloudiest parts of Great 
Britain} the rooky coasts hardly have a (taeee to dry between 
the rains* the shores are often shrouded In thick fog ??hich 
renders coastwise navigation dangerous. When fog and high seas 
are combined, the trials of navigation are considerably increased, 
and shipwrecks are no novelty*
luring winter the rest coast is warmer than the east, and
the inland country is the coldest of all* Ifce average nean
otemperature along the mmmmt coast for January is about 41 F.f
along the Watershed of the Horth- est High lends it is 58° F*,
o *nand throughout most of the east coast 39 1 * is the average*
On the somite of the Grampian te, the temperature stays 
below freezing for several months* Snow which falls along the
^Villiaw Batson, ffoss end ^e^arjby^  (^ aT^ brldge County 
Geographies) At Ihe University £rees, imibridge, 1924, pp* 49*60*
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coast soldon stays on for more than a day or two, bat at the
-
higher ©legations It remins for the whole ©inter and ports of
the warmer seasons* In the sumer months, the west coast has
a nean temperature around 66° P* while the seetlons further
o 72east experience seething like 58 P* *Ihese differences, 
like similar ernes mentioned in the other climatic discussions, 
nay seen trivial and unimportant, but in a wet cloudy country 
like Scotland one degree neans so nothing*
■ I
Natural Res oorees
Ihe filmlands are not richly endowed with natural rosourcos. 
Outside of water power sfciieh will be discussed later, there is 
little osf any value except rock for building timterlal and snail 
amounts of low«grade coal and peat*
Anong the building naterials produced are sandstone, slate 
and granite* Th* last nentioned has long been quarried around 
Aberdeen, and a considerable export trade has been carried on 
with the other regions of Great Britain* In 1937 this amounted 
to only about (TCO.OOO.75
Peat is extensively dog for fuel in the landward parts of 
the Hl^ilands; a snail part of this work is done not only to 
obtain fuel, but also to clear the land for agriculture. At 
Brora on the west shore of the l*oray Firth there is a snail
7eibia.
^®D*partnent of !:in«s fop Scotland, Seventeenth Annual 
Report of th. "•crotcr? for Inos for tl;e -ear 
Decotsbor7 » ,  PP." XSfc-TSB.-----------------------
•109»
L* The population imp of "cotland (Figure 1} shoes the 
greater part of the Highland proper to be deserted or nearly so* 
r;e tee* that they are riountalnoos and rocky and contain little 
Good soil; also we have reviewed the fact that mineral resources 
are generally lacking, but history tells us that there were 
toa&y more people living in the Highlands once than there is 
now* "She people of the Midland Valley were in constant danger 
of ttH Inland Hordes11 that frequently cane pairing down the 
river gaps* The following paragraphs attempt to give M H M M I  
of a historical solution to tho riddle of the Midlands*
Almost 40 per cent of the Scottish K10*lands are taken 
over by deer forests which serve only as the playground of 
Britain*a aristocrats and wealthy* Since 1850 the population
77of this rural pert of > cot land decreased by SO per cent, ^hile
for the country as a shole the population rose 40 per cent*
that is the reason for this regretable situation?
The trouble seens to have begun with the defeat of the
Highlanders by the Knglish forces in 1745* Up to this tine the
land was governed by a number of feudal lords and clan chiefs,
sad the Importance of any noble was reflected in the number of
nen he could muster at the outset of any military operation*
These nen, therefore, kept as many people on the land as was 
possible for obvious purposes* T ith the overt! row of the clan
^Jchn Math tea on, ^The Tragedy of the Highlands,® ^ e  
Scottish Qoocirashlcal ■ a&a&lne» X.XV, 1938, p* 250*
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deposit of Jurraslc r©&i tiiich is exploited for local industrial
use* *Ifce field has already been described on page under thei
heading of resources of the Midland Wiley*
Quarrying and mining employ only one per cent of the High­
land’s workers; the total value of the products amounted to 
about f2,700,000 in 1937 or less than 2 per cent of the figure 
for all Scotland*74
frgrlcalturo
Too often tho territory north of the midland Valley is dia­
ls sad with the thought that there la nothing there but a lot of 
rocks and mountains which generally go under the collective name 
of the Highlands* ffcia is approxlnately true for a great deal 
of the area, but nevertheless, this region produces half of the 
country’s barley, oats and turnips and a* out t^o-flfths of the 
©heat Ifis Highlands have considerable nor© sheep and cattle 
than either of the two other regions already reviewed*
In order that the two somewhat incongruous pictures of the 
Highlands asy both be true, there oust be a distinct difference 
in the agricultural subregions. *Ihis being the case, let us new
turn our attention to a discussion of {1} the Highlands proper
7&and (2) the Barth-Fast era Region*
7^Ibid
®I>opartnont of Agriculture for Scotland, Agricultural 
Statistics# His Majesty*# Stationery Office, Edinburgh, 1356* 
pp. 40-44*
*7%taiap and Beaver, 0£. clt * * p* £10.
system, t^ese nobles cast their eyes about for ways of using 
tii© land for their own benefit.
The rent paid by the crofters or ft small holders1 was about
/12 cents an acre while a sheep-farmer could afford to give 18 
cents or more. Consequently, the crofters had to give way to 
the sheep. When sheep raising began to lose Its profitableness 
the nominal owners found that they could get 25 cents an acre 
by renting the land to the rich for deer forests. 02113 new 
change called for more people to leave the land.
The people were evicted in three different ways: (1) by 
force, (2) by Increased rents, and (3) confiscation for being 
concerned in the *45 revolution. Thus the most democratic 
section of Great Britain became one of its most autocratic ones.
Many of the families migrated to the colonies, but a sorry 
lot of them settled along the seashore on small plots of land 
so generously reserved for them. This movement began about 1750 
and lasted until 1884 when tardy legislation put a stop to this 
inhuman practice. Huddled along the shore those people survived 
by fishing and gathering kelp, but with the introduction of the 
steam trawler and the discovery of Iodine in S.A. the population 
was agsin without sustenance, Whisky-making then became a 
profitable enterprise; three or four bushels of barley costing 
no more than #5 .00 could be transformed to liquor worth $50.00. 
Finally the law took this form of income and the Highlander was 
forced to depend upon the produce from his ncroft.” The
V■ •
"croft” averaged about 5 acres of arable land and froa 20 to 40
■' • I .
acros of roufgi pasture* *Fo mlntaln a fair standard of living.
Hie Rcrofter* really needed 300 acres* Such conditions drove a 
steady stream of emigrants to the Industrial areas and the 
British colonies.
j • ] ■ 
fuoh has been said and written as to ^ xut to do with the 
Inlands, but little has ever been done* Host Britishers would 
like to see the natives beeore prosperous and contented* Hug* 
gestlons have included dividing the deep forests into sheep 
fans, the encouragement of poultry raising, Improvement of 
transportation and the boras ranufacture of *tv*eds»* Yet it is 
generally sd*aittsd that toe land earns nore m m »y now as sporting 
grounds than It would if it T;ere supporting the agricultural 
pursuits#
rsny solutions could be tried and most of then would 
probably do sons little good, but to expect s *baek to ths 
Highlands* mowensnt Is a little too sttch# As It is, the land 
produces a fair number of sheep and cattle, perhaps nearly as 
many as the region could support*
Life In rural areas is not nearly as simple as It was 100 
ye**s sgoj tbls Is true for Illinois and Scotland alike. oney 
must flow from the richer sections to the poorer, and in ths 
case of the Highlands, the easiest way to accomplish this is to 
sell the scenery* A few Highlanders snaking a good living from
**X12»»
'
the tourist trad© would surely bo better than far nany fli$i-
landers to starve on the land.
.
florth-rastem Region. Skis region presents two very distinct 
cultural landscapes which are dependent upon the occupations of 
the people. She first Is rmde up of the fishing towns uhich are 
scattered along the coastj the second is fomed by the inland 
farms. ’She two are quite Independent of each other? the fishing 
folk crowded in their towns look always to the sea and Its prod­
ucts, and the farmers are forever engrossed in getting a living 
from the poor soil. They think in toms of oats and turnips and 
cattle, not fish and sets*
The markets for their respective products are different and 
conditions s&leh m y  greatly influence the prosperity of one 
group give little concern to the other* lore will be said about 
the fishermen later, but n m  let us consider the land and its 
products*
Writers invariably say that the ?lorthEastern Hegion is not 
a rich land, but they will quickly add that It is not * poverty- 
stricken one. 'Ihe Inhabitants are an energetic people € o  have 
had to struggle for a bare existence, yet have found the time to 
improve their environment.
tnie soils were poor ?*nd rocky, but a glance at the graslng 
imp of the Highlands will show that a considerable area Is now 
under cultivation, especially in Aberdeenshire * l!ost of tills
f

-ns~
arable land had to bo cleared of rocks and peat oven before the 
haraisst of grains would grow*
Physically and productively the region falls Into four 
rather distinct subdlvisons. Ihey are (1) the Orkney Islands,
(2) the I orth- ast coast of Caithness, (3) the :oray Firth, lands 
and (4) the L uchan Plateau*
Did Orkney Islands are considered as an off-shore con­
tinuation of Caithnessj their cmbtaed area. Is less than 400 
square alias* The surface features are generally low rolling 
hills sshleh terminate s m e  times in a low sandy beach or a hl#i 
sea bluff* On the largest island, called the ; a Inland, there are 
considerable areas of hills and noorland* Otie island fs highest 
elevation is only about 1200 feet*
The lorth-Bast coast of CalttmaftS is a gently rolling plain, 
the groat er part of which is less than 500 feet above sea level* 
Hie land is general ly free frcra trees and there are wide open 
stretches of land that could be devoted to crops* Three-fourths 
of the area is in grass land* The seacoast presents so;e very 
striking scenery; in many places the land neats the sea in 
cliffs sometimes 400 fact in hei#;t* The land does not present 
a very prosperous viev;, but it is recorded that the : orseren 
settled here lone ago because it v?as so nuch richer than their 
own ho »e land*
The loray Firth lands constitute a 3nall lowland that 
borders each side of that V-shaped body of water* lost of this
GRAZING LAND 
IN
THE HIGHLANDS
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Note: The Darkened portions represent 
the areas devoted to grazing. 
Source: Department of Agriculture for
Scotland, Agricultural Statistics. 
1936, Vol. XXV, His Majesty’ s 
Stationery Office, 1938, pp. 40- 
67.
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area is balm  the 250 foot contour and nucfi of the land is 
fairly flat. Mthowp the soil is not vary fertile It presents 
a sharp contrast to the roclcy Highlands* Indeed, it is often 
rtid that this Is a tit of the Lowlands last a^eng the mountains* 
frhe Buchan Plot ©an is an old dissected plat fern «txo**e
average elevation is about 500 feet* The surface is hilly, hut
.
sr ooth enough to alio® a fair a^oont of agriculture. The soils, 
although rocky, are better than average• Sfcia part of Scotland 
has given tha inhabitant at least half a chance, and he has nada 
the sost of it* The stream are fairly numerous, are sv?ift ami 
crocked and possess only snail flood plains; nevertheless, pop* 
ulatlcm seens to concentrate along the courses of nost of then.
The elinate is against tho farmers of the northeastern 
rogior * f&» mwmmm are dry cnoagja for wheat raising, but the 
eoolnoas of the season prohibits it* *The rainfall averages from 
26 to 55 inches, tho T&ole regies being within tfoe rain shadow 
of the highlands* The ^inds, having left most of their moist are
y
on the mountains, descend the slopes to the sea; often thesa 
wind* are renarkahly w&rra and help cut short the rather severs 
cold waves in winter* *?he rmxlwm temperature has never been 
above 80° F* and the mtnimsm has never readied 10° P., yet tha 
region has the greatest annual variation- of temperatures 
tbroujiout Scotland* Tlxcept along tho coast, tha snow Ilea 
on the ground for several days at a tine during tha winter*
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF CATTLE 
IN
THE HIGHLANDS 
1936
o represents 2,000 cows
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Department of Agriculture for
Scotland, Agricultural Statls*
tics . 1956. Vol. X^ V, His
I,la ies ty 1 s Stationery Off ice , Edinbur.Ii . 19587 pp. 40-67
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Spring eo es rather late, and quick changas of « « « ^ r  m y  
freer© the first of tho planted crops* In tnm, fall coracs 
early, usually about tho last of August, and wintry gales soon 
usher in the cold seas cm* tfellke the midland Valley or routh 
Scotland, the climte Is cold enou$i so that live storir mm% he 
sheltered during the winter months*
•'the soils aro the products of the glacial period, and gen­
erally consist of the crushed, ground-up resmlns of igneous and 
notar-orphlc rocks* The various niserals in these rocks hsve 
given the soil a richness which m m m  oat of place with Its 
extreme rockiness*
As mentioned in fee els cuss lea of elSmte, the season is 
too short and cool for the suturing of ftieat* Oats, turnips and 
bt rley take ap most of the cultivated land* Half as nuch area 
is devoted to tumipo as to oats, and bn rley occupies about 
half the acreage of turnips*
Cattle are such tsore eoct m  than sheep, yet In the hilller 
sections the Bimekfac# herds forst the faansif*9 only Ineone*
Since the fmem are too far f M  the large cities, dairying is 
out of the question. Here stockraising cones into its own; 
true most of the surplus animals are raised to be shipped away 
to the narfcets, but the export of fine blooded cattle is a 
considerable iton.
During the forties and fifties of the last century, the 
stock raisers of Tihlted rtatos began importing a few cattle of
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OP SHEEP 
IN
THE HIGHLANDS '
o rep resen ts  1 0 , 0 0 0  sheep
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the iVbardeen Angus breod. m e  mover.ent of this hi^h priced 
commodity spurred tho Scottish stock raisers on to produce 
Great Britain fs finest beef cattle* 'ten the African market 
declined, its place was t&lsen by Argentina* Of coarse, today, 
these countries have bacon© ' cot landf s competitors*
JMmtrios
Distilling* Feifeaps the most famous product of the Highlands is 
r?Scotdh,n the particular type of ftilsky itileh has won fmm the 
world over as a fine liquor* The leading distilling counties 
are Argyll, Fanff, and Inverness.
Although, distillation was introduced fron Bngland, by 1771 
large amounts of spirits were being solo to the English argots.
Si the early 1000fs hi$i taxation led the Scotch to take up 
illicit distillation, and Olenlevit In Banff beearse a favorite 
nest for the snugglors* This Is hem the hide oat of "raoon* 
Milners0 gave its na;»o to a famous grade of whisky.
"r.cotch* is sad© from barley alone as contrasted to Irish 
or American whisky ttiich m y  contain any one or all of several 
grains. Even today many of the Scottish distilleries are snail 
donestic enterprises* In 1900, 31,800,000 proof gallons war© 
nade* By 1927 this figure had declined to 19,000,000. (TJ.S. 
1039, 95,000,000 gallons) SEftSJ that ttos tti© number vf dis­
tilleries had been reduced fros 128 to 84, yet more than 90 
per cent of the output eane fron Scotland.
a mwBLkm xsm
Illustration 7. This itm Is typical of tho nunorous ones 
found throughout tho Highlands. Holies of another age, 
they no® servo tho sports -on and tourists who frequent 
this part of Scotland*
(Fron: J* R* Allan, Scotland— 1938. opposite page 24.)
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*The industry is one uhicti is fixnaly entrenched b©caos© of 
Hi© international fan© of its products. Staploynient is fur­
nished to about 10,000 people, one-third of *h«a are wonan*
. fleotjsmd has also gained non® tamm for fin© ales and bear®*
m t  of the ‘browing, however, is dona in th© 'idland Valley;
tT'din&tirgji ie the chief city* Hi© total number entployed a ounts 
to about 5,000,
Tourist Trade. Th© ntnber of tourists visiting th© Hi#xland» 
is rc-narfsabl©* The people i&o live in th© highly industrialised 
English cities can board a north-bound train and within a few 
hours find themselves in a land that is old, lonely and rugged* 
Thetl:©r tshey are wealthy and oon a castle or middle class and 
rant a cottage, th© English are always lured back to spend 
r or© noney in a land poop in everything but scenery*
2h recent years there baa bean a revival of th© traditional 
sporting ©v©nts, and th© Feotch don their kilts and plaid to 
give their customers a sight for their money, no douH* a sort of 
British fodeo*
Fisheries
It is often observed that th© peoples ^ho rust depend upon 
fishing for a livelihood generally have nurh in carrion* TTsually 
their hams are ermSed by an unfavorable land on ot»e side and 
an inviting pea on th© other* Such is the case tfith tho 
Jaynes©, the Hew Inlanders, the Norwegians and the fcotcfe*
AVERAGE LANDINGS 
0 More than 50,000 tons 
o 5,000 to 50,000 tons 
• Less than 5,000 tons 
(1923 to 1927)
Source: Stamp, L . Dudley, and Beave r, S ta n le y  H ., The B r i t i s h  
I s le s ,  Longmans, and Co.,  London, 193V, p. 272.
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All r.re hindered by lanes unfavorable to a profitable arrtculture, 
yet are blessed fey m s  teeming with edible fish*
Fish Inc allied industries asstoe a position of it®** 
port an ee in northern ^eotlandj the coast is dotted with villages 
and towns isfeleh serve partly as centers for the coastal agri­
culture and partly as fee ports for the fishing fleets* To 
these ports are brou$it approx irmtely SO per cent of the fish 
landed by Scottish fishernsen and 20 per cent of the tfelted 
Kingdom's entire oat ch.
Practically all of the Scottish fishing is done at sea for 
the pollution of the streams by the various industries has ruined 
tho haunts of the fresh water salnon. Sorie of the nountain 
streets and loch* do contain fish, but they are caught rainly 
for the sport.
Tho industry employs rourlitly 80,000 ^ cotchnen at sea with 
about; 30,000 on land to eare for and nssrfcet the catcti. Although 
relatively on inport ant as an occupation in the two southern 
regions, 10 per cent of t&# working population in tbe Highland 
counties find their worte with the fish, ''any of the workers at 
the docTrs are mmsm snd girls who are partly responsible for 
the efficient manner in abicfc ttxe fish are disposed*
There are now about 18 distinct fishing frounds «h!ch ^re 
frequent ad by Scottish boats; these extend fros Iceland and the 
ftilt© Tea on the north to the Atlantic shores of oroeco, Tet, 
the ??orth ’"©a is responsible for the beginnings of the Scottish
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tafltestry and for about half of It* nainteaanc# taday*
fUam Wertt* rea is an excellent fishing ground for i t m l  
reasons. It is a shallot body of water with something Ilka 600 
feet of water above its fine gravel floor. idal current® keep 
the abundant anount of s .all plants and aninals v?ell distributed 
for tho feeding of th© fifllu *£he best known soction is the 
ocser Bank which has an area of 7,000 square miles {C&anpaign 
county has 1,000 square miles 5. Here the water is only about 
120 feet dee? naklng conditions ideal for sea-floor ftihtng» 
!~ven before the first world war the nu bar of fish in th# 
*:orth ^ea seemed to be definitely or the decline. During the 
rar the fishing industry was at loer ebb and their numbers in- 
creased appreciably, but the vfgoraM ra«ml of fishing after 
hostilities ceased soon caused this gain to be wiped out.
British authorities have worried thenaelves for n:oro than 
a generation over this situation for they Imm their fishing 
grounds are not. as secure as they mi^ht wish. The herring, 
r cot land #s most valuable fi«&, is Irnmn to have deserted the 
Baltic for the Worth fee in nod leva 1 tines, and it is realised 
that the sane thing mt&t happen agfcin* The flshe men are 
meeting the situation by using bigger and swifter boats so that 
they can nake the longer voyages nm  necessary. Soie attempts 
are being nade to restock the Horth Tea with young fish.
**cottiah fishermen try for two »aln types of fish* The 
den real, which are open swimmers, are usually caught at sane
A SCOTTISH FISHXH0 PORT
Illustration 8. 'Tills is a seen© of Lerwick, Shetland, at the 
height of th© barring soason. The boats in the harbor are 
different types of herring boats; the one in the Ironed late 
foregrotmd is a siodero steam '’drifter” and the ono near 
the rlgjit side of the picture is a sailing boat with an 
auxiliary notor* It is Interesting to note the great 
percentage of women employed at proparing the fish for 
narket.
(Frorc: !#* D. Sta ip and S .  IT* Beaver, Tho nrltlsh Isles, page 237)
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depth. -lo»t of th&m are taken at the bottom of the Tfortb "©a
or isi the northern fishing grounds* Their combined value Is
considerably nor© than the second type, *fhe pelagic type la
fota.fi la 1 *5*. m m m  « « •  th. M i f a c e  of the « M » '  their
habitat is rarely extended beyond tho lorth ?ea* The two nala
varieties of the pelagic fish era the herring and the ^aclrerel*
3sly a snail part of Scottish sea food consists of shell fish
as contrasted to Ttoited states titier© they fori 25 per cent of
the total value.
l ost herring and other pelagic fish are catsuit from boats
In own as "drifters* whil© th© demersal are taken by "trailers."
The “drifters* carry the so-called “drift nets** which are held
vertically near the surface of the water by means of floats
and Is Inkers, ?hey are about 150 by 40 f e t with th© greater
length th© horizontal one* As iany as 30 of these nets r^ iy be
connected in series with m e  end fastened to the boat*-* Boat
and nets are allowed to drift at rill with th© '#lnd or tide
while th© fish are caught by their fins ’sthen they attonpt to
pass through th© opening® of th© net* *11© size of th© mesh
controls the sis© of fee fish caught* •ftwrXow" ueo bag-shaped
nets ^ilcti are dragged along or near th© bottom of the soa.
Son© f i b e r s  use still anot3MP method in ihlcti a line of 
^alted hodks are used, quit© similar to th© American 
wtrotlin©.®
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PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF SCOTTISH F ISH
1937
DEMERSAL 
48 %
Haddock 2 5 %
Cod 14#
P la ic e 5 %
Skate and Ray CJ/O
Hake 2  fo
PELAGIC
2 9 %
28^ H erring
T o ta l va lue  about
M ackerel$17,500,000 ( 1% )
A l l  o thers  
2 0 %
S h e llf is h  3%
Source: W h itake r, Joseph, An Almanack (W h ita k e r’s ) , W illia m  
Clowes and Sons, London, 1§39, p. 690.
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Herr!ng is tho e!ifof fish if eacpert* Before the first 
^oria war ae *ttteh ae 75 per cent of the s n n m !  catch was ehipped 
to Russia, ^er-~any and the other Hal tic atfttea* rven daring the 
Ip at few yaare about ?0 per eent hare been exported to these 
sa^e countries* the reraindcr la either seta fresh or pre­
served for the $agll«h market* ’This preserving most be ac­
complished quickly b e a m  «o»t of t- I sh era caugit daring 
the sirrsor couth**
The chief herrian ports are Tmmmftmg and Peterhead {nee 
Firarc ??} both of «&tleh are connected frith Aberdeen br rail* 
Another important fearing part further to the north is ick, 
bat It# situation i« l««i favorable for quick and easy market* 
ing* ' Aberdeen is the chief port for demersal fish* Tbs P. Oman 
Catholic countries of southern ifuropo haw* long bovx^it large 
quantities of salted cod frees this city* Tha other chief 
destinations of Aberdeen fish are the large industrial areas 
of England# Swift preparation o** fish by salt, sno!?e or ice 
coopted with rapid transportation has nado It p o s s i t U  for 
Aberdeen to compete with the better situated tnglish ports*
c m r t m  bt
SC 0T L4IID  AS A UiQIB  
Occupations
Figure 36 compares the rotative sis© of th© occupational 
groups of Scotland with those of tho T ilte d  s ta te s *  F a s ily  th© 
outstanding  eeeupetion in  *’~©rlca is a g r ie u ltttr s  tftill© Scotland#s 
largest single employer is th© rsstal industry. If th© total 
nunbsr engaged In ever7 gbase of this work could b© obtained 
it would in all probability reach  20 per cent.
If we eon© c l o c e r  and compare the average worker o f  both 
cofm tr2cs we f in d  sone ra th er  in te r e s t in g  s i t u a t io n s .  Ths 
^ cotch  w orkerfs week i s  lim ite d  b y  lew t o  about €0 hours as 
compared t o  44 in  t h is  country* The form er i s  paid  stiysteers 
f r c n  fQ.OO t o  (VT»o6* w eekly depending upon the type «f em­
ployment* 'The low est wages are  re ce iv e d  b y  the  fa r^  la b orers  
w h ilo  a t th e  oth er end o f  the n on p ro fe ss ion a l seal©  are the 
sh ip b u ild in g  la b o r e r s . I t  roc# witbemt r e fe r r in g  t o  tter© s ta ­
t i s t i c s  th a t  s a la r ie s  are g e n e ra lly  h i  t ie r  In t e e r te a , our
£seal© usually beginning whsr© their#s Serves off,
•2XU
•\ linistrv of Labour. i#enty- ©conu Abstract oi labour 
- t a t S s t l c e V  the finited*^ ^ "  ^ e s f y 1*
ifcaiia a p y  m T s z ,~ r m r ; p f r v z s ,  72- i w .
^KsthlMB L<ugan# Statist lea I Aug tract of U>o uni tod ; tateo, 
1938 j IT. f*. D e m r  tnent o^ ^'feaerce",' Tforesn oF th© *en«-ue, u« 5. 
Print lag affi©## 1 ashington, 1959, p.
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Others Others
1.9% Food & d rin k
F is h e r ie s
Food & d rin k 2.1% 6.7% P ro fe s s io n a l
F is h e r ie s Z .H
P ro fe s s io n a l . 2.0% 4.5#
M ining
M ining 4.8;S
A g ricu ltu re 3.3% 21.4# A g ricu ltu re
C lerks & ty p is ts 1.0%
T e x tile s 8* °£  8 . 2 # C lerks & ty p is ts
T ran sp o rta tio n
3.8%
9.3%
T e x tile s
7.9% T ran sp o rta tio n
M eta l In d u s tr ie s 10.0%
6.3% M etal in d u s tr ie s
Person a l se rv ic e U .3$10' X% Perso n a l s e rv ic e
Commerce 11.8#12.5# Canine rce
S o u rce :
W h itaker, Jo sep h t An Almanack , Clowes and Sons, London, 1939,
p. 758.
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Anerica can well afford to pay nor© for labor be cans© of 
tho greater not output of her worker®* In 1930 it was Cl, 000? 
for the average Scotch employ*® ttille the figure for his 
American competitor m e  $2,000.^ ffhis cannot be explained by 
saying that the latter Is nor© officiantj rather we nos t say 
that he Is able to nake this aceoapllabsent because of hla 
superior machinery and vastly riaher resources.
Distribution of Electrical Power *
Tint 11 1926 there was no see gowemnent areney to control 
tho electrical product lor., consequently standardisation did not 
exist* ^ e  building might be furnished by electric noser from 
t* o different companlea whos~ voltages, cycles and prices would 
wary a everting to the sftilne of the producers* ?o*o areas were 
served with direct currentf others received alternating. After 
rush delay the ~overrr-ent finally attached the sit;»t Ion by 
creating the central Electric Board* This remission ^hose 
certain large station? where electricity *eu!d nest er<r 'r ically 
he generated. First they were standardised as to the t^pe of 
electricity they were te nroduco, and then they rare connected 
by a system ef hi#i toneless line- t super-power
^riaal report an the * ourfch Cea®«s of Pi auction oi4 the
s e n s t y * s£tafl^ iory Sff ioeJT3o»dod9 10^ 5, pp. £~S.
4:=ol art runt .yrtan* o orlu Ir^sac and T>ook of M i  
1 9 M .  The Hew York i arid-Telegram* $ew yorkTit©#, PP* oEOlr
•Z34<*»
systen. Shus if any one station is forced to drop out, the
rest can assume the load without mads trouble* Hits setup
gives Great Britain ths best power system In the world*
During 1937 electricity users of Britain consumed 24.3
billion kilowatt-hours or about 490 per person* In the tMitei
states the average person used 930 or roughly twice as much.
The high figure for America is due partly to the large anount of
current used by industry. The British have been much slower
in taking advantage of this use for electric power* She pro-
portion of people In Oreat Britain who are not using electricity
Sis less than 1 per cent* (At the completion of the present pro­
gram for rural electrification, 78 per cent of the people of 
Illinois will be served by the power lines* ) Hie greater part 
of the^e Britishers who are not connected with electricity are 
people who live in the Scotch Highlands* So scattered is the 
population here that to extend the power to all of them would 
certainly not be a profitable venture*
Outside of the Highlands there is little water power to be 
had in Great Britain, and even if there were, the cheapness of 
coal would probably hold back Its development • ' hen the Central 
Electric Board was planning its system of stations, it chose 
those vshlch were located near good sources of coal. In 1937 
sore than 96 p&r cent of the wattage was produced from coal
: in is try of Transport, Report of the Ocsnalttee on 
El e c t r i c i t y  D is tr ib u t io n . His" 'la jo s ty ^ V l^ a t lo n e r y  OfTXee, 
London,’ "'»* M *
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while water power contributed only about 3 per cent. *Zhe
figures for United States are coal, 02 per cent6 * water power,
736*
The Highlands are well suited to the production of elec­
tricity from water power. *The rainfall is heavy and well dis­
tributed throughout the year and the streams are not stopped by 
hard freeslngs in winter* the deep loc&s serve as excellent 
reservoirs which are bothered little by the problem of sedi­
mentation* % e  continuous supply of potsrer amounts to about
160,000 kilowatts*
£
The rivors of the Southern TTplands are also used for their 
water power, but in general they have less fall and fewer natural 
reservoirs* During 1937, an unusual system of power generation
was put to work on the Dee River. Since it had only a moderatei
gradient and no falls, several dams were erected along its 
course. Bone of these dans can inpound enough water to run the 
generators throughout the day so they are alleged to build up a 
reserve during tho slack hours, leing a part of the British 
superpower system, they can be used at the short periods during 
the day when the country as a whole needs them most. tHae entire 
system can produce an average of 90,000 kiloaatts.
*"El.etrtcity supply and Po.1 Catm m ptlon,” Erglnwrlng, 
CXVf, 1938, p. 656.
The only hydro-electric venture of any Importance In the 
idland Valley Is the one on th© Clyde near Glasgow* There are 
two station# here taking advantage of the Falla of the Clyde*
*&ie largest has a head of 100 feet, the other only at out half 
that* Hae usual lead la about 10,000 kilowatts, but since there 
la no reservoir, the output Is very unstable*
The total poorer {continuous) produced by Scottish streams 
is about 250,000 kilowatts j ccripare this wl^a Keokuk f&lch la 
capable of turning out 150,OCX)*8
Trans portat ion
In primitive society transportation usually does not call 
for an occupational division; if a person or a family tsant some- 
thing noved, they do it themselves or personally supervise it*
In contrast, transportation in the modern commercial state is 
very important, the whole system is based upon getting the 
mterials to the pore on vfao wants then when he wants them.
Since the prosperity of Scotland rests upon the coramercial 
enterprises, then we could veil aspect transportation to enploy 
a considerable noaber of workers* The actual situation is that 
9*5 per cent of the total employment is furnished by
QKarl Kiedalach, A Review of the Keokuk and Hamilton V ater 
Paver Project* TftipubliSied ^ e s l s . tSiversitj "3F Illinois.
*gSann, M f lV  p.
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transportation,® (If* 8* A ., 7*9 par cent*0 )
Scotland naturally n m m  most of her goods by either rail* 
ray, highway or wator. Sine© ccraerci&l movement by sea is so 
definitely English tbs following pages will discuss no water 
transportation except canals.
Hallways
the Scottish railways developed independently of th© 
English, and from th© earliest times th© greatest concentration 
of lines was within th© Midland Valley, However, at th© close 
of the first world war it was decided by Parliament that sops© 
type centralisation of th© companies was necessary* Hard 
competition was bankrupting railway firms in some r e g i m e  and 
monopolistic practices were bankrupting the customers in others * 
*gfc© result was th© compulsory amalgamation of all the railways 
into four great companies in 1921} the two serving Scotland ar© 
the London, Midland and Scottish, and the London and north­
eastern Hallways# fhey include lines which run from southern 
England to northern Scotland! th© London, Midland and nsottish 
in general serves west Scotland leaving th© other coast pretty 
much to its sister company. Both companies compote for th©
9Joseph fihltak©r, An Almanack (Whltak©r*s ), Villian Clowes 
and Sons, I»ondon, 1939.
* % *  Eastman Irvine, ^he World Alsainac and Book of Facts * 
1940, Th© flew York World-feTegram, flew’ York,* 1345.'
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trad© of the Midland Valley* By looking at the railway riap 
one can easily tell which Is the richest part of Scotland.
Today it can be said with truthfulness that there are no 
Scottish railways, rather two Pngliah lines serve the country 
north of the border. But the Scotch shouldn,t mind because 
their coo ©dities are non relatively nueh nearer to the * English 
atfk»t9« The total amount of Scottish railway niloogo is 
about 4,000.
m m szss, ' > ''V:. , 1
Scotland #s first roads worthy of the nano were built by 
tho H o m n s  when their power extended over nost of south and 
central icot land. It to Ironic that these hig*ways built over 
1700 years ego were of better quality than nost of the roads 
today* Indeed in a few places in southern Scotland short 
stretches of the old Roman roads are still in use*
Hie feottish hi$ivays total 25,000 miles, one-fifth of
i&iicfa are termed first class* Indiana, tsbose area is practically
the eane as Scot land fs has more than twice as much road nlleage
one-fifth of %ihlch is improved. Thereas rmny of the Indiana
roads are either pavement or bitumen, Scotland has little hard
surface outside the H a l t s  of the cities. This is another ironic
feature when we reoenber that McAdan, th© inventor ^1€) noc3orn 
highway, was a fcotchnan who lived in the Southern Uplands.
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B m  In the : lid land Valley good roads are few* °n th#
highway map, we have Champaign Countyfs roads co pared with those
of Scotland* All of the r a  ds shown for our county are some
type of hard surface payment, rfcile only a few of those are on
the main nap* Strange as it m y  seem, Mi* city erf’ W b a n a -
Champaign is a greater center of highways than any of the f eottish
cities* One reason for this situation may wall be that '"cotland
has not felt the groat power of the automobile which has forced
America to build a superior system of roads*
In Tfoited State* there exists one automobile for every 4*3
people; in Great Britain the number of people per machine is 
_  _  IIabout 18* Busses are Quite neraerous In the cities, hut the
automobile is still a conveyance of rich and upper classes* '-Che
nu :ber Is kept low by high, initial cost and the expensiveness of
the imported fuel* Altogether only about 25 per cant of
12Scotland *s freight moves by truck.
Canals
Scotland has four canals? two are owned by the Government 
and two are the property of railway companies* The Caledonian 
and Crinan, the longest and shortest respectively, are of the 
first type* Has railway-owned canals are the Forth and Clyde
s* "'astman Irvine, The ? or Id Almanac and Book of Facts, 
1940, The Hew York World-1'eXegram, Kew“ YcWt, 134 8. ‘
Dudley Stamp and Stanley H* Beaver, ‘The British Isles, 
Longmans, Green and Co*, London, 1927, p* 696**"
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canal with Its southern branch, tho old dockland canal, and tha 
Union Canal* Stoss waterways hay# two things t& iwoft; eacti 
coat a groat deal more than was expected and each has boon a 
failure*
The Caledonian Canal is tho ost fa ions of tho Scottish 
artificial waterways j it follows tha rift valley of the Great 
Glen whi<fii seeas well suited for this purpose. Of tho 113 stiles
«»
from sea to sea, the :oray Firth and t^och Ufinh* furnish about 
52 iillos and tho fresh water loc&a of Hiss, 01 eh and Lochy make 
up a total of 53 ' lies* The dry land between theso sections of 
water anounts to 23 miles* The h i p e s t  point along tha route 
is I*och Oich \^hose surface Is 106 feet above the sea.
Proposals to build a canal were put forward as early as 
1730 but it was not until c3urlng the Napoleonic r?ars that the 
government began to see a need for this waterway. Construction 
was begun in 1806. Xt was not until $6,000,000 had been spent 
that the ©anal was finally opened in 1347. Parliament re­
alising they had a **white elephant* on their hands offered to 
lease it for 99 years without any rent, but no one was foolish 
enough to accept.
fhs canal is assail, the largest vessel ever to taake the 
crossing was an 800 ton lumber boat which had to receive special 
attention in the difficult places* ths average boat is generally 
smaller than 400 tons j a boat of this type is one of the coast­
wise traders which serve the coastal cities of Scotland.
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Recently estimates have been made for the reconstruction of 
tha Caledonian, for by spending {10,000,000 a waterway could fce 
built that would accomodate ships up to 1,000 tons or if 
(SO,OCX),000 ware to te expanded, a ship canal could be had.
There are several reasons for supporting the plan of a deep 
waterways {1 } the sea rout© around northwest root land is foggy 
and dangerous most of the ti io, (2) it would bring the Highlands 
closer to the outside world, and (3) it is the best location for 
a tnns-n cot land waterway. Since a canal across Scotland does 
not connect any great commercial areas, it is pretty safe to 
guess that something of this kind is a long way in the future* 
The Crinan Canal crosses the isthaus at the northern end 
of the ^intyre and: K&apdals peninsula# It is 8.75 miles long 
and saves an 85-mils J o m i s y  around the lull of Kintyro. rihe 
depth la only 9k fast and the largest vessels making the trip do 
not exceed 150 tons.
Ifce construction was done by a private eonpany with stats 
help. The task was begun in 1793 and completed by 1816; ths 
total amount of sionsy used was in excess of $800,000. Ths 
original company was compelled to give up in 1860 and ths 
government ass m o d  the debts .
Crtnan is not the failure that Caledonian has ^a*oved itself 
to bo. S^asll steamers frota Olasgow can save considerable a: ount 
of distance in their visits to the toems on the west coast.
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Loch Ness
Loch Oich
Loch Lochy
Ed inburgh
Coatbridge
.CANALS OF SCOTLAND
Scale Miles
I. Caledonian Canal
III. Forth and Clyde 
Canal
IV. Monkland Canal
Source: Bartholomew, John, Oxford Preparatory 
Atlas, University Press, Oxford, 1928 
p . 12.
V. Union Canal
II. Crinan Canal
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Serious thought has loon given to a plan to remake the canal* 
this enterprise would have a nueh br loiter future than the Great 
Glen waterway*
lien the Industrial devolution bad begun to successfully 
turn Glasgow Into a great industrial city, the patriotic citizens 
of that town began to cleuor for a water outlet to the ;orth 
Sea* Parliament finally gave the needed nonsont and construction 
vas be^tm in 1768* After any difficulties the canal vms opened 
22 years later* At present it la 9& feet deep and will accom­
modate barges 73 feet long* Its total length is 35 nlles and 
it mtom mm of 39 locks to overccme the rise of 150 feet*
Unlike tfce two canals previously discussed, the Torth staff 
Clyde enjoyed a period of prosperity. Not only did a great 
a iount of freight find its m y  along this route, but it was a 
favorite Journey for tourists; during 1356, 200,000 passengers 
were carried. ’Hie following year a dividend of 30 per cent was 
paid to the stockholders.
It can rightly be said that It was the Hrle anal of 
Scotland, but like that great American canal its decline was 
evident when the railways becane firmly established. The tonnage 
for 1921 was only 134,000* in 1368, it had exceeded 3,000,000* 
Connected to the Forth and Clyde is a southern branch 
known as the Monkland Canal which was dug in 1770j the two were 
not connected, however, till 20 years later. Its principal use 
was. to coal and iron ore fras the Aittiri* and Coat ridge
■ M O T
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district to Glasgow. The t©ra&go of 1,500,000 during 1003 ha© 
shrunk to practically nothing at tha present tin©.
Hi© anbltious people of ^dlnbur^i saw the success of th© 
Clyde and forth and decided that they mmt have one too* By 
1822 the Union Canal Tran Edinburgh, to Glasgow had 'been con- 
pletod at a cost of t2s>000,000. But the project was not 
satisfactory until an additional *1*000,000 had be©n spent.
It V'is hoped that it would encourage industries to spring up 
alone its bank® and thus ruafc© a string of Industries free 
Edinburgh to Glasgow.
ffc© ©ntarprl©# wm m fsllur© f r «  th© wiry loginning m A  
tafeon tli© ^dln^ursh end Olasgo© Hallway wa© opened in 1042 th© 
oanal tsa© doomed. S e w ©  years later It was sold to the rail­
way.
Che^e canal© of central Scotland are kept in fairly good 
repair by the railway companies and are used occasionally ^hen 
©ane heavy freight can profitably b© ©hunted across th© country 
by this slow mean©.
CHUPTKK V
HSt^TIOIT WISH DTE FIs: COWTHr^S
vixen one takes Into consideration the poorness of r cot land* 
it matt bo agreed that tho growth of foreign trade has, Indeed, 
boon rapid* In 1755 the imports and exports together amounted 
to only £5,000,900 vshllo 1b 1927 this figure had risen to more 
than £71000,000,000* take latter amount is only one-thirteenth 
of the English trade* Since the United Kingdom controls 13 
per cent of th# world trade, tho Scottish port In tho Inter- 
national s&sssie amounts to something lik e  1 per cent. On this 
side of the Atlantic, the Tfciltod states controls practically 
the sane m o m t o f international trade as does land and 
foot land together* Of coarse, we rast ■reaerf w  that tails 
country produces a gr^at part of Its & m  corraercial necessities 
and therefore does not have to depend so nncfe upon international 
coraeree.
rhe biggest itei of Scottish export has not been In the 
form o f minerals or anufacturod goods* rather it has been the 
steady stream of emigrants itio have been leaving for other lands 
since the 17th century. I.l&ny left because of the h o  is land’s 
poverty, and others felt an urge to satisfy their adventuresome 
spirits. Shey went to the Areriean colonies, to Australia, to 
Canada * Mo matter how quarrelsome or clanlsh tSicy tended to be
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In th e ir  om land, they easily blended with the democratic back­
ground of their nm  herno. In 1021 the Canadian census shaved 
that 13 per cent of the population v ere Scotch. They have 
always succeeded In Canada because they have a tendency to got 
along fiell \?lth th© French population. England also figures in  
this migration; for centuries asato it lotas Seotchnen have Journeyed 
to the English cities to seek their fortunes. D r. Jctoson, t*ho 
thoroughly despised then, vras imported as saying that *the 
noblest prospect Yihlch a ’cot-ctasn ever sees is the hi£h road 
S^btich leads hi . to I nglancl. n
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